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FullPage OfPicturfese ,pn Sit-Down Arrests'
Story From Inside Jail
By L. F. PALMER, JR.
Editor, Tri-State Defender
MEMPHIS—Five Memphis Negro newsmen were
arrested Saturday while covering student sit-in demonstrations in the Cossitt Public Library. One of the
five jailed, I asked Police Inspector Lawow if we—
newsmen legitimately covering a story — were actually under arrest.
"You sure are," he answered. State Defender City Editor Bur"This is one story you will cov- leigh Hines, jr., who had been
er from the inside — inside the scouting the downtown area in
jail."
search of a story.
Here is that inside report:
We entered the library to find
We got an anonymous phone 17 young men and women from
tip at about Noon Saturday that LeMoyne and Owen colleges sitstudents were sitting-in at the ting at tables reading, thumbCossitt Library. I summoned ing through card catalog drawL. F. PALMER, JR., editor rallied immediately behind George Hardin. our
chief pho- ers and otherwise using the liof the Tri-State Defender the 36 students and five news- tographer and we hustled
around brary facilities which have been
leaves jail and is greeted by men who were jailed Satur- to the library.
restricted to the use of white
some MO ministers, parents day.
When we arrived at the 11- Memphians.
and other Memphians who
brary we were joined by Tri- In a matter of minutes
, sev-

MISSISS,IPPIt
TENNESSIF
-AR K AN LA S'=-

eral officers arrived and told us around the cell. Made to worn
we were under arrest. Hines, modate about 15 or 16, this
bull
Hardin and 1 — as well as pen already held 10 more
colThaddeus Stokes, editor of the lege students who had
been arMemphis World and World Pho- rested at the Peabody
-McClean
tog Robert Morris — identified branch of the library.
ourselves as newsmen, displayWhen we were marched in,
ing legitimate press cards.
the total count in the bull pen
Despite our objections we was 29. Then the processi
on of
were hauled into one paddy wag- drunks began and shortly
our
on — three coeds and 19 men— bull pen was holding 41
men.
and taken to police headquartI recognized an attempt to
ers.
use an old war-time psychologiHere we were forced to line
cal trick on us as we were packup against the wall, frisked
ed into the bull pen like hu(searched) and ordered into a
man cargo on a slave ship. In
small bull pen. Next, we were
order to have any freedom of
taken to the department of
movement, we had to utilize evCriminal investigation where
ery inch of seating space, with
we were fingerprinted, mugged
(photographed) and questioned. some of us sitting on the edge
of the benches with others
We ended up back in the bull
standing on the bench behind
pen which is a filthy barred enthem. Others stood back to
closure about 15 feet by 5 feet
with steel benches running, See STORY, Page 2

THADDEUS STOKES, left,
editor of the Memphis World,
is all smiles as he walks to
freedom. World photographer,
Robert Morris, center, follows. At right is Rev. Davis

ri-State Defender,.
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•. Cunningham, president of
the NAACP, Memphis branch,
who was prominent among
the large group which welcomed those arrested when
bail was made some 13 hours
after they were jailed.
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JAIL FAILS TO STOP 'SIT INS'
•

Disgusting Is
'Word For It

Editor Palmer,
36 Others Fined

By BURLEIGH HINES, JR. treatment (fingerprinted, mugCity Editor, Tri-State Defender ged).
One word that describes the Those gutty,
wonderful college
way police treated my editor, kids are threaten
ing the status
L. F. Palmer, jr.; our photog- quo by fighting peaceful
ly f or
rapher, George Hardin; t w o first class
citizenship. We, as
newsmen from the Memphis Negro
newspapermen,
are
World, 36 well mannered colle- thought worse.
We have the augians, and myself — disgusting. dacity to cover
the proceedFor you who do not grasp the ings!
full meaning of the word, dis- We are threatening
that "exgusting means offensive to the cellent race relation
s" bunk so
physical, moral, or aesthetic easily spouted
forth from our
taste, and you can throw in all amazingly misinfo
rmed city fathe synonyms such as loath- thers.
some, sickening (you should As a newspap
er reporter my THESE WELL DRESSED colhave seen the food they offered job is to get the
news and write lege students are some of the
us in that jail), repulsive, re- it. As a Negro
newspaper re- men who were arrested for
volting and nauseous for a good porter in the
South, this job is seeking service at Cossitt and
measure of the treatment.
not easy, to say the least. My
And for what reason? Why? paper does notesend me anyBecause we are Negroes? I where to get arrested; to serve
efer to go a little further and as a guinea pig, or a test case,
y we were given the full See DISGUS
TING, Page 2
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as 8 a.m.
In a display of force seldom
BULLETIN
More than 2,000 Negro citi- in Memphis the police kept the
zens of Memphis crowded citizens out of the courtroom
Into Mt. Olive CME Cathedral until time for the trial to start
Monday night and voted lus- and then allowed only as many
tily to declare Thursdays and spectators to enter as there were
Mondays "stay at home" seats to accommodate. Conday; and vowed not to be trary to usual policy no standseen in the city's downtown ing was permitted in the courtroom.
business district.
Those who were able to gain
Making it clear that this
was not a 'mycott, leading seats were amazed as Judge
Negro ministers declared Beverly Boushe constantly rethat every Memphis Negro ferred to the students and newsPeabody libraries Saturday. staff of the Tri - State Denot permit accurate identifishould stay away from the men who had been arrested as
They are all students at eith- fender was arrested when
cation of these students. But
downtown district on these "gangsters" and a "mob."
er LeMoyne or Owen college. covering the student demon- their
Spectators reported they were
faces alone identify them
days or they should "hang
Because the entire editorial strations, time simply would as "New Negroes
."
their head in shame." The shocked to hear the judge inministers said this did not form the battery of Negro deapply to Negroes who work- fense lawyers that the defended in the downtown district. ants were in a "place where
The huge crowd, protest- they had no right to be."
"Segregation has been in exing the arrests and convicthins of Negro students and istence for more than 200
newsmen, also pledged to years," Judge Boushe told the
buy nothing b u t essentials lawyers. "It is not only the custom, it is the law." Then turnCAPETOWN, South Africa — during Easter season, and
Over 2,000 Negroes, unable to A proposal was set to
to WC the money thus saved ing to Atty. B. L. Cooks, he
avoid ed their final approval on the (UPI) — Prime Minister
Hensit in on the sit-down trials buying all Easter frocks for
for a defense fund and for said
the movement by the students. "It drik Verwoerd attacke
d British
Monday, March 21, took refuge sake of sacrificing that money
is a just and right cause," he Prime Minister Harold
"Rev. Cooks, this is like a reMacmil- their own personal savings.
in the Mt Olive CME Cathedral for th defense fund of the stusaid.
ligion
to me. I know sometimes
lan's
attitude toward South Afrito wait their outcome.
dents. Rev. Browning said "we
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII it is hard to explain your reAll Negro citizens of Memphis can race relation
s
Sunday
and
Negroes had filled the street would rather be dressed like are behind this movement, Rev.
ligion, but this is like a relig36 OTHERS FINED
vowed South Africa would beIn front of city court since 8 paupers than tr be dressed like Cunningham said, and t
ion to me."
h e come a republic.
Negro
youth
of
Memphi
s
a.m., Monday morning await- prince- and treated like a church rocked with the crowd's
Every single Negro attorney
Tuesday
served
notice
on
city
Verwoerd told Parliament that
ing the trial of 41 Negroes slave."
approval All the speakers were
in Memphis was on band to
to start at 9 a. m.
Dr. Vasco A. Smith, jr., well applauded and cheered lustily Macmillan criticized South Afri- officials that they are not afraid handle
the tense battle for justo go to jail to win their rights
Officers lined the front of the known dentist and NAACP lead- almost with every statement. can racial segregation policies when they
tice in the first case of its type
sat
in
again
at
while
Cosvisiting
here,
er,
but
said
at
the
home
day
has
finally
ar- Dr. Smith made an appeal for
court house restricting all but
sitt Library and at Brooks Me- in this city. In the morning
defendants, witnesses and law- rived. "People are shedding memberships to the NAACP. told Britain to remember the morial Art
session Judge Boushe fined 19
Gallery.
Approximately 115 members white man's contribution to Afyers. One bystander later re- tears; tears of joy."
students $26 00 on disorderly
These
sit-ins
rica.
followed
Rev.
D.
S. Cunningham, pres- joined on the spot and 100 perby one
ported that hoses were seen in
conduct
charges and dismissed
Verwoerd called Macmillan a day, the conviction of 36 stureadiness in case the crowd ident of the Memphis NAACP, sons volunteered to work on the
loitering charges against them.
dents
and
political
minister
said
the
opportun
Tri-Stat
s
ist.
have
e
stamp- NAACP membership drive.
Defender They
threatened to march on the
were held to the state on
He told the assembly he will Editor, L. F. Palmer. ir . on a
court house.
charge of disturbing the
disorder
ly
conduct
use
his
Nationalist Party's Parcharges- peace.
Further reports said that at
liamentary majority to declare growing out of Saturday's sitthe meeting at Mt. Olive over
ins at Cossitt and Peabody li- Atty. Cooks who handled much
a republic.
$3.000 was raised to help deof the argument during the
braries.
fend those on trial. Witnesses
morning session, made an im11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 Twenty-three
were
at the meeting said Negroes
jailed passioned plea to Judge
Boushe
Tuesday bringing the totaled to to
were so anxious and upswept by
protect the constitutional
64, 5 of which were Negro news- rights
this latest action in the quest
of his clients.
papermen.
for full citizenship rights; that
"How long, how long will the
funds were being dropped off by PHILADELPHIA — (UPI) — and lung.
On Saturday Memphis police Negro
citizens of Memphis have
people in cars coming by the A teen-ag
crippled
the operations of the to wait to gain the
ed suspect admitted The victim's father, John
rights which
church.
Tri-State Defender when editor the Constitution
of the United
brilliant and insnired de- Palmer,
Feeling for the cause of the Tuesday the fatal stabbing of a Campiglia Sr., 47, heard the
city editor, Burleigh State 3 grants them,"
Cooks
Negro students and their fight 17-year-old honor student during noise and looked out his second fence was used In Monday's Hines and chief photogr
apher asked the judge.
ran high throughout the two- an unprovoked gang attack in floor bedroom just as the as- trial of student; and news- George Ilardin were jailed
while "The Negro leadership of this
hour meeting. Rev. Henry Bun- front of the victim's South Phil- sailants fled. The elder Cam- men jailed after Saturday's covering the
Cossitt Library city has constantly tried to work
ton was the chairman of the
piglia, joined by two young men library sit-in. Every single demonstration.
with the white leadership, but
adelphia home, police said,
meeting in his church.
who had just parked their auto- Negto attorney in Memphis
to
no avail by refusing to coAlso
jailed
were
editor
Thadinspecto
Police
r
George
Rron- mobile nearby, gave chase and rallied tin t h e aid of those
Rev. Runton opened the meetoperate with us in seeking radeus
Stokes
photogr
apher
and
ing with a prayer and then bar said Norman Wilson, jr., 17, captured one boy after the fath- arrested.
Robert Morris of the Memphis cial harmony. The white leadThe battery of lawyers inthe meeting got off on a high one of a gang of five or six Ne- er fired two shots in the air
World and 36 students from Le- ers of the city are rendering
cluded:
plane as speakers paraded be- gro teen-agers, admitted the from a .32 caliber revolver.
the Negro leader ineffective.
Moyne and Owen colleges.
fatal
stabbin
g of John A. Cam- The slaying touched
Attorneys B. L. Cooks,
fore the pulpit to voice their
The time, has come when Neoff a
Veteran
observers of the Memdisapproval of the racial get up piglia, jr.
groes must be accepted as full
massive manhunt in which po- Russell B. Sugarmon, A. W.
in Memphis.
The inspector said a howling lice questioned 475 youths. One Willis, jr., J. F. Estes, R. phis scene report that nothing citizens of this city.
has
aroused
commun
Negro
the
Rev D. W. Browning said gang of teen-aged hoodlums 14-year-old suspect,
whose name A Wilbun, Benjamin Jones, ity as has the arrests of the stu- In the afternoon session Judge
that if there was going to be pounced on the white boy as he was withheld
, allegedly named A. A. Latting, C. C. Horton, dents and newsmen. Some 600 Boushe took only about a half
any violence, "We are just returned from school Monday
, eight other youths who took part if. T. Lockard and I. H. Mur- Negro citizens started showing hour to find the remaining 17
here to furnish the blood, and beat him and plunged a knife
students guilty of disorderly
in the attack. Two more were PbY.
up at the courthouse Monday
not the violence."
Into his back, piercing the heart arrested early Tuesday.
1111111111111I1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 morning for the trials as early See JAIL, Page 2

Negroes At Fever Pitch, Vow Hits Macmillan
All-Out Support Of Students On South Africa

t

Admits Slaying
In Gang Attack

To Place-Your Want Ad.
Call "Miss Results" — JA. 64397

Brilliant Array
Of Lawyers Back
Youths, Newsmen
A
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Aimed At Lunch
Memphians Rally, Help
Counter Policy

Arrested In Sit-Downs

group marched to the Criminal

NEW YORK — (UPI) — The NAACP Thursday ordered
its branches to impose a national boycott against chain variety stores that have segregated lunch counters in the South.
NAACP branches and groups across the nation received
a memo from their national headquarters in which Executive
Secretary Roy Wilkins directed'
they plan "at the earliest pos- 8— C
g otnogrteess
Christian Soldiers." At 1:15
sible hour" to "withhold retail
NAACP
of
adequts
l'aistesteadf
Memphis Branch
astl' rea m Sunday morning 11 °lice
patronage from all units of the lief."
called a meeting of ministers as free people."
officers entered the building with,
chain variety stores in all sec- In
and leading citizens of Memphis, Others speaking at the meet- night sticks in their hands and
calling for the boycott,
who staged anti • discrimina• group of 19 Negroes faced the tions of the country which main- Wilkins said, all NAACP units
ing included: Rev. H. Clark ordered the crowd to vacate the CITY JUDGE Beverly Boushe
Saturday night.
Jackson,
tam n a policy in their southern "are
Ralph
; hears mass trial of 41 Negroes tion demonstrations at two judge first. UPI Telephoto
advised that a racial selfbuilding
The council issued this state- Nabri., Dr. H.
stores of refusing to serve Nee
T. Hunt, Rev. E. After the last prisoner was rewhite libraries in Memphis. A
defense policy on an expanded
ment: "The Memphis Branch of Elder Blair
McR.
at
A.
gro
customers
lunch
Rev.
counters:scale is in effect as of the date
Williamson,
leased at 1:30 a.m. Sunday
the NAACP, having been in- W.
1
Vasco Smith, Jr., morning this statement came
•••
:of this memorandum."
formed of the efforts by local Cargo, Dr.
insurance executive W. W. from one police officer, "Okay,
—
"It
was
publicly
and
announced
obtain
to
groups
student
Negro
He charged that South Caroby F. W. Woolworth, S. S. Kres- lina Gov.
let's git off the streets before we
recognition of their human Walker.
Ernest F. Hothngs jr.
and
S.
W.
H.
ge,
T.
Kress
Grant
lock you up for loitering on the
rights by business, Government'WILL GO TO JAIL
and
Georgia
Gov. S. Ernest
and we streets at 1:30 in the morning."
stores that they will continue Vandiver said
and Community Groups in this I "We will go to jail
"these protests
are
we
If
suffer.
of
to
policy
serve
refusing
their
to
The citizens left without incity wishes to declare its whole- are willing
against lunch counter policies
to
need
Negro customers at lunch coun- will be crushed
cident.
hearted support of these stu- not willing we do not
even though
atters . • . in southern states." technically no law is being viodents, their objectives, and their be free," said one minister
FATIMA, Portugal — (UPI)
meeting.
— Southern police Tuesday lated." He called Alabama Gov.
legal and non-violent demonstra- tending the
—Sister Lucia, the only surarrested more than 500 Negro John Patterson "the original
tions. This branch further pledg- Near the close of the meeting
vivor among three peasant
students who participated in get tough southern governor."
es its moral, financial and legal a male student at LeMoyne colchildren who reported to the protest
(Continued From Page 1)
demonstrations.
resources to assist them in lege stated, "when they (the
world the f amed "Vision of — "Congressmen pl a y ed I Wilkins said the boycott apand imposed the same
achieving these goals."
students) get out there will be conduct
penalty on them. Earlier how- Today, my friends, the Sun did Pre - school roundup was Fatima," celebrated her 53rd games with the civil rights bill plied to Thalhimer's department store, Richmond, Va.,
After this statement was is- some more down there."
held at Rutherford elementary birthday Tuesday in the seclu.11
adjourned. ever. about 2 hours were con- shine
which he said was the first store
sued more than 80 persons, in- After the meeting
to 'bait that schosl on Monday last. The fac- sion of a Carmelite Nunnery,
want
you
Made
,
the
in
5
of
the
hearing
sumed
the
to
— "The full power of south- , to swear out warrants for the
chiding ministers, parents and the entire crowd motored
ulty wishes to thank those par- Her family in Fatima, reportnewspapermen who had been line;'
ern state governments . . . is arrest of Negro demonstrators.
approximately 10 students ftom City Police Station where the
the
work
with
who
helped
ents
long
such
a
been
away
for
,He'd
arrested. In less than 20 mined Lucia "as happy and cheer- being used to support chain vaHe said it did not apply to stores
Leetoyne and Owen colleges, at- arrested students and newspaso well. Mrs. Sarah Alford, Mrs. ful."
utes the city charges were dis- spell
at
meeting
before
riety stores in their anti-Negro which began serving Negro
two-hour
arraigned
tended the
Evelyn
Mrs.
perman were
Ellis,
Marjorie
hard
for
to
us
of
some
i'Twas
missed against Hines, Hardin,
It was nearly 43 years ago, lunch counter policies."
lunch counter customers.
Mt Olive Cathedral.
Belief •t, Mrs. lesnnie Mee FarJudge Beverly Boushe, and Stokes and Morris.
see quite well.
May 13, 1917, that Lucia and
on
presided
posted.
thankbe
to
ris
are
especially
red
bonds were
from
one
eye
turn
saw
I
The meeting was
two playmates reported having
the In a tense legal drama which
ed.
over by Rev. D. S. Cunning- From the police station
followed editor Palmer drew strain—
a vision of the Virgin Mary in
Chapel
Collins
ham, pastor of
the highest fine of all, 851.00 Sun-please hurry and come out All the students worked beau- the hills.
day
successthe
to
make
tifully
CME church and president of
on a disorderly conduct charge. I again.
Through tne visitation they
the Memphis Branch of the
came The Clora's Chapel Presbyter- ful. Thirty-two parents regis- received three prophecies —
Palmer's conviction
for
Rutherford,
children
NAACP.
tered
a
Missionian
presented
church
after police inspector G. A.
two of which subsequently were
NOT NAACP WORK
Law testified that Palmer was ary program at their church China Grove, Mt. Zion a n d made public. The third, the
it
made
Dyer.
Rev. Cunningham
Carrie
Mrs.
featuring
Sunday
talking "above a whisper" to
"Secret of Fatima", remains
clear thet the NAACP did not
several students and "carried Harris as guest speaker. Mrs.' If you don't see it, did you
people
young
with Sister Lucia.
the
lead nor invite
a Dad and pencil in his hand." Elsa Marie Fisher was in send it in?
sit-down.
Others
to participate in the
Atty. A. A. Letting, defend- charge of the program.
need
He stated, "we feel the
ing Palmer along with Attys. appearine on the program were
minisof
support
for the moral
Russell B. Sugarmon and S. A. Mmes. Beatrice Tyree, Lydia
comters and leaders of the
Wilbun, challenged the prose- Nolan, Alberta Jamison, Lormunity."
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — cution to produce witnesses who raine LaRue, Hilda Fisher,
I
SPOTLIGHT
!ed? . . . Betty didn't ever see
boyto
made
Suggestions were
Willie Ray Hale, son of Mr. A. B.? . . . Tommy lost his
to The director of the National had been "disturbed" by Palm- Carrie Ball and Geraldine Wiland
Circus
Shrine
cott the
liams.
and Mrs. L. C. Crawford of 600 saxophone? . . . Toney couldn't
march Cancer Institute believes that er. None was produced.
have a peaceful prayer
is, Letting called the judge's at-I Music was furnished by the
smoking
cigarette
excessive
18th st. He is a Freshman stu- I talk? . . . Ruby couldn't laugh
was
motion
A
Hall.
City
to
dent at Arkansas State college nor dance? ... Cuba was "low"
sugeestions one of the causes of lung can-I tention to the fact that white'Fairview Baptist choir under
made that the two
newsmen who were covering'the direction of Mrs. Edmonia
and has earned a slot on the and "ugly"?
at an- cer.
discussed
be tabled and
last Dr J . R. Heller told a House this trial "have been talking Skimmer. Rev. William Fowlkes
dean's list by virtue of his out- TOP TEN
other meeting scheduled
ns subcommittee in far above a whisper a nd ust is pastor of this very f ine SAN FRANCISCO — "Al- the country the Commission has standing schola
Appropriatio
Toddy
Girls: Willie Johnson,.
Monday night.
of testimony published Tuesday he a few minutes ago your Honor, church. Rev. and Mrs. E. Cole though no thinking person can observed that active and posi- tic work. Mr.
White, Ruby Hubbard, Betty
Rev. Henry Buntyn. pastor
Chambers, Henrietta Person,
don't be- agreed with surgeon general you were forced to ask one were special guests. Rev. Cole be unmindful of the context of tive personal and private ac- Hale is a former
the church said, "we
what Leroy Burney about cigarette ,white photographer to get down ifs serving as supply Pastor of our civil rights struggle against tion is needed to implement civ- . graduate of
Myrtle Moseley, Betsy Wilbert,
obtain
lieve in violence to
Fairview.
off your bench.
condi- il rights legislation. "Procla- Wonder high of
started it, smoking.
Corrie Collins Willie Simpson
h
backdrop
ever
Who
want
we
Brownsville
District tions, I do not believe that mak- mations and pronouncement's es- this city. He
and Gloria Nathan,
thing. We will Heller was asked by subcom- "If my client is found guilty The
. .
It's a mighty fine
to
honor
Fogbound
are
you
of
Board
Christian
E.
Education
then
and
John
Chairman
Boys: David Brown, A. B.
democratic
ing democracy real should be pousing equal protection a n d was an honor
mittee
o about it in a
(minis- ary (D- R. I.) whether he was arrest every white newspaper met in Trenton Saturday with motivated by fear of comun-I equal opportunity for all are student at Won.
J. K. Robinson, CurMcClendon,
we
and
way
Christian
those
the surgeon gen- man in this court on the spot." the Rev. A. J. Buckley a n d ism," Dr. George M. Johnson,,not enough."
tis Mayhoe, Cuba Wadlington,
I der, graduating
ters) are on the side ofaround "as positive as
Whitlock. Napoleon
William
eral is that excessive cigarette Editor Palmer testified that Mrs. Louise Carnes actin' as member of the U. S. Com- He said the Commonwealth I in 1959.
who are trying to move
of stu- host and hostess. John Etta mission on Civil Rights, told Club, as an organization of AROUND THE
Stafford, Alvin Stafford and R.
—•smoking over a long period of he whispered to a group
'W'—The
L. Howard.
time will increase the likeli- dent.; when he first arrived on Jamison spent Saturday with members of the Conmonwealth community leaders can have I
the scene. He denied causing Evelyn Marsh in Trenton.
COUPLES
hood of lung cancer?"
Club of California here during a profound effect upon t he I1 Student Council
of Willie R. Hale
Ruby and David, Toddy and
course of civil rights in Cali- Association
I "Yes sir," Heller said. "I am a disturbance.
Home from college for t h e'a luncheon.
'the Wonder High
Henry, Beatrice and Toney, Henof the opinion that excessive "However, let it be known" Spring break we had Misses The Comonwealth Club, or- fornia.
(Continued From Pale 1)
on the cigarette smoking is one of the Palmer told the court "that any Rebecca Phillips, Nelcie Moore,' ganized in 1903, has a member- Deprivations based on race, school presented a most in- rietta and Theola. Bernice and
tack or belly to belly
of the causes of lung cancer but cer- number of white reporters and Zeta Moore and Messrs. Hollis ship of 8,500 men — 6,000 of color or national origin do exist teresting program in the as- Ansel!, Bettye and A. B., Willie
Several
tiny floor space.
benchphotographers were all over the Skinner, Joe Bridgeman. All whom are located within a in 1960 California, the civil sembly last Monday morning. Lee and Peter, Tommy and
the
ender
tainly not the only one."
drunks rolled
library talking and these hail from A&I State uniPeabody
the
on
Ile sponsor (as Rufus Brown. 'Florida. Ora and Frank and
sleep
.40-mile radius of San Francisco. rights expert said.
es and went to
shooting pictures and not a sin• versity.
single
I Last Friday the seniors had ,Gloria and Tony.
which
statistics
the
quoting
After
on
adbeen
sat
has
The
which
,
Club,
floor. One
gle newsman was arrested."
not
indicate that Negroes, who con- the privilege of learning bene- I Don't ever give more than
President
by
every
dressed
were
and
Mrs.
Ray
Wade
Mr.
toilet commoee which did
Judge Boushe ordered the
take . . Willie L.
toilet
recent guests of his parents, of the U. S. — from Theodore stituted less than one per cent ficial information about Phi- .you can
have the benefit of a
editor to answer questions only
Little
college,
Johnson.
Smith
lander
(Continued From Page 1)
population
Francisco's
of
San
and Mrs. Carlos Wade. I Roosevelt through Harry Trupat.
would like and not to make additional corn- jRay is in the U. S. Army. Mel- man — provides an open forum in 1940, made up seven per cent Rock, Ark., from representative TO THE WISE —
Despite the humiliation. I was even if I personally
ments.
with to take more of a subjective
via Brooks is home from the for the discussion of disputed of the population in 1958 (55,2001 Woods, a faculty member and It isn't necessary to blow oulp
preed to lift my voice
to let
fight forl At one point in the trial a
S. Navy. Mr. and Mrs. W. questions; investigates state, out of a total of approximately'Leodis Woods, James Williams, the other person's light
the11J.
to
those of the college men who part in the Negro's
White
j white officer referred
Toddy
all
...
students
first.
Singleton,
shine
Amanda
own
comes
your
job
ate
My
said
the
Dr.
Johnson
equality.
1800,000)
lustily
and
proband
Louis
international
,national
sang out clearly
" Atty. L. Burnett, jr., and son,
"Niegers
as
students
evidently'
..
college.
the
at
police
tee
Memphis
LAUGH
appear
as
to
industry
The
WEEK'S
Kent, motored to Clarksville last lems and aids in their solution. tractions
words of such stirring songs
them we Laitine strenuously objected to weekend to visit her mother. "Civil rights — which basic- have been the primary reason WHATWOULD HAPPEN IF
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Women
St. John Baptist church observes its Annual Women's Day
Sunday, March 27. This month
has been filled with many activities centered around t h e
Theme: "Woman's Role in a
Changing Society."
Mrs. Annetta Wallace will be
the guest speaker for the afternoon program beginning at 3
p.m. She is the wife of Rev.
Robert C. Wallace, head of Chicago Baptist Institute, Chicago,
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sagacity and firmness. His policy of drift made nevertheless Ike has done nothing to dispel the
notion that the party to him comes first; all
a hero out of Governor Faubus.
Though Mr. Eisenhower said that demon- else is subsidiary. This was his golden opporstrations such as those now taking place in tunity to plug for civil rights, for those proDixie are all right, if they violate no laws, by visions of his Administration's bill which
far the major emphasis of his press confer- would allay anxieties, and against which a
Dear President Eisenhowser: Like Jim Crow for since the not you be mad? Would you
ence statement was on his admonition against handful of obstinate Southern racists have disThis is me, Jesse B. Semple, Civil War we been all born free not say, "I gives less than a
filibustered.
gracefully
President
the
violence. It is a great pity that
writing you a letter, Mister and equal. I guess the Atlanta small damn about you and your
Lest it be misunderstood, the students' redid not find it politically expedient to assume
President, because I do not be- polices do not think so, because dog! I have got a right to loitvolt in the South is symptomatic of the mood
a more compelling pose.
lieve you know the temper of the they come busting in on these er between Civil Rights Bill
There are moral issues that transcend po- of the whole Negro race in U. S. Concessions
This viewpoint, sometimes times amongst Negroes down students in the drug store buy- also play me some golf. Beside
By LOUIS CASSEL
litical considerations. The situation below the grudgingly made here and there, every now
"nuclear pacifism," was South regarding policemen, Ne- ing cokes and eating hot dogs I fought in Europe as a gencalled
S.
U.
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Mason-Dixon line today is one. If he didn't
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getconference
disarmament
not since before the War have from me, I will exercise my
pointed out with utmost candor that the right gro youth into the open is the deliberately slow
at the University of Dubuque, In "Uncle Tom's Cabin" they white folks put a dog between authority."
to protest is a constitutional right to which pace of school integration, continued denial of ting underway at Geneva.
But suppose — let's get down
chased Uncle Tom with blood- us, too.
every American citizen is entitled. He might full citizenship, denial of the right to earn a de- Churchmen know it will be Iowa.
have gone a step further by counselllng the cent living, denial of the right to walk with extremely difficult to work out The theologians said the old- hounds, but no self-respecting Dear President Eisenhowser, to the nitty-gritty — suppose
South to listen to the grievances of its Negro dignity and pride as free men, free to partake a dependable agreement with fashioned kind of war could be Negro is going to be chased suppose somebody sicked a dog them men was simple minded,
of those blessings of democracy which black Russia on controlled interna- morally justified as a "last re- with NO kind of hounds now, on you? Suppose you was set- like so many polices in
citizens.
sort" defense of freedom and these days and times, least of ting at your desk in the White gia. Suppose they did not unSuch counsel would not have added fuel to hands have helped make possible for America. tional disarmament.
all young folks at Atlanta, More- House when in rushed six derstand what you said, and
We want to know now, how long must we But they are praying for such justice.
the fire; on the contrary, it might have doused
It. It is on this point that the President has remain suppliant at the foot of the Temple? an agreement with the fervor of "But the threat and exercise house, Clark and Spelman, BLACK cops with a big police they called you a few bad
men who are caught in an of the means of mass extermi- which is beautiful colleges where dog baring his fangs, drooling names to boot? Would you not
agonizing moral dilemma.
nation in waging war is blas- colored students go who do not at the mouth, and ready to sink write a letter to some higher
SUM UP DILEMMA
phemy against God the creator, give a small damn for dogs, his teeth in your legs. How authority asking for protection
The dilemma is summed up preserver and redeemer of hu- human or otherwise, in so far would you feel? Would you not from mad dogs and bad policemens — like I am writing to
man life." They added, "it de- as being scared by them goes. be mad?
'a two questions:
1. Can the Christian consci- feats the very purpose for which Maybe you do not know, dear Would you not say, like some you,
Again at a critical moment in the in matters affecting the interest of the ence condone, under any cir- war may lawfully be waged ... President Eisenhowser, that a of them students said to that Would you not hope somehistory of race relations in America, the Negro people. And if he is p!lying poli- cumstances, the use of weap- by the indiscriminate destruction few days ago I heard where the head cop with the dog, "Man, body bigger than me would di
of the evil and the good, the just police of Atlanta, six of them, all you must be crazy! If you something about the way poiia
leadership from the White House has tics with human woes, he has picked a ons of mass extermination?
2. Can Americans unilateral- and the unjust, the defenseless white, went busting into t h e think you gonna sic that dog on es in Gergia behave? Also, Tr.
faltered. It faltered in Little Rock and wrong time to do it. November is not too ly renounce such weapons with- and the armed, the living and drugstore lunch - counter on the me, you got another thought hope you know, dear President
corner of Atlanta University's coming! I fought in the war in Eisenhowser, them polices with
was contemptuously silent in the lynch- far off; though Ike is not running for out throwing the world open to those not yet born
campus
where the students go Korea. I faced machine guns their fang-toothed dogs may not
conquest?
Communist
"There is no conceivable
reelection, he is nevertheless concerned
ing at Poplarville, Mississippi.
There is a growing body of end that justifies these means." between classes to get a coke and hid from dive bombers. always have sense enough to
Mr. Eisenhower's casual suggestion about the fate of the Republican Party. Christian opinion in the U. S.
(which is a Southern drink) and Now, sic that dog on me, and stop at Atlanta university. They
eat a sandwich. In the middle see if I don't kick him right tell me Hitler did not know
"no"
resolute
of bi-racial meetings is no answer to the He would like to see that leadership re which answers a
of the morning, between class- square in his teeth!"
when to stop — until he took
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es, in come busting these cops Or supposing you was not set- Berlin which were the capital
tervention in the developing crisis in the
with a charging dog and said, ting at your desk in the White of his country.
The Negro is no longer a political
"Get out, else be arrested for House. Supposing you was just Maybe them mens from GeorSouthland.
fool. He knows the scores and the politiloitering!"
playing golf on the golf course gia might not know where to
Responsible Negro leaders have ap- cal strength of' his vote. He will not folOf course, them cops was at Augusta, which is in Geor- stop, either — until you hear
ppp.lel to the President for action. In- tow blindly those politicians who are wilmad because the students of gia, where such things, more dogs barking in the White
04-1,BOY,
GREENSBORO, N. C.—Thir- these colored universities h a d than likely, is likely to happen? House. Watch out for your leg I
stead of grasping the opportunity to as- ling, even eager, to settle vital issues by
teen ham shows, aimed at im- just published in the papers a Out on the golf course come I doubtS if dogs know the difI JUST MADE IT!
sert his authority as Chief Executive of compromises and concessions.
proving swine production i statement stating that they do running six BLACK cops with a ference between students a n d
the nation, Eisenhower chose his press
Piedmont
North Carolina, will not like Jim Crow of any kind, big police dog barking like mad presidents.
This resolution is one of the main
be conducted throughout the from lunch counters to schools, to arrest you for loitering?
Sincerely yours truly, me —
conference rather than a national chan- springs from which our
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section during April.
houses to jobs. Do you blame Now, you are doing nothing nicknamed Simple,
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L. R. Johnson, district agent them? It is not American to but playing legal golf. Would
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hort,'-r,-Is of Ne-,ro students who demongun last fall, in which more
but never quite fulfilled. There is pathan 800 farm families particistrated peacefully against intolerable
pated Johnson estimates that
tience worn thin by years of fruitless
Southern segregation — is too insignifid nearly 3,000 hams are to be
waiting. There is the catalyst provided
and file there may be some
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Presumably the President is waiting
der topic, the relationship be- the top leaders decry any ex- religious leaders talk of "Afritween Moslems and Christians. ploitation of this issue, the dis- canizing" the Christian relifor a massacre, for the spilling of Negro
Some of the newspapers de- trict and local leaders often pull gion in order to make it inMr. Eisenhower is responsible, in a
blood before raising his little magistral
digenoils.
liberatel play down any stor- on tribal loyalties.
finger. Yet he went all over South Amer- lsirTre Treasure. for the racial crisis. His
ies which might arouse the tri- A reporter interviewed people The Catholic church made an
bal leaders and lead to pub- on the street for his column important advance recently in
irq. in Argentina, Brazil, Chile and Uru- studied appeasement of the Dixie ralic
controversy. The tribal loy- recently on the question of in- African esteem by the elevacists,
his
lack
of
enthusiasm
for
civil
guay preaching on the virtues of democalties may not be as strong as termarriage. Most of the re- tion of an African from Tanr-- his refusal to throw the full
racy and how well the experiment is
they once were but they still spondents thought intermarri- ganyika to the College of Cardiweight
of
his
prestige
behind
the
Suhave to be taken into account age between the members of nals in Rome. This act by
working in the United States.
at every step of the way in Ni- various tribes was acceptable Pope John gives the proud Afpreme
Court's
integration
ruling
have
Mr. Ficenhower wouldn't even have
but some of them were defin- ricans who are on the march
geria.
the kind of recognition whic
So
to leave his comfortable quarters in the given encouragement to the White CitiThe important wheels and po- itely opposed to it.
litical leaders who are indenti- Today, of course, tribal wars they love. Catholicism is ga
White House to project his influence in zens' Councils, the Supremacists and
fied with the major tribes, Yo- are unthinkable in Nigeria. Nev- ing ground in Nigeria and till
Dixie. He has all the media of mass com- other anti-Negro groupings of like charruba, Ibro, Hausa and Fulani, ertheless some European ob- new move will certainly enmunication at his disposal through acter and purpose. If not Eisenhower,
have done their best to pro- servers here fear that tribalism hance it' growth.
the
Party,
will
Renublican
have
much
to
mote national unity and to em - may be the rock on which the The Moral Rearmament
which to transmit his message.
mote
natonal unty and to em- n e w independent federation group has made a considerable
The President is keeping alive his answer for a policy that dooms the hopes
phasize the oneness of the peo- might fouder if the national impression upon many of the
well-known pattern of non-interference of Negro America.
leaders do not exercise great Nigerian leaders 'and MRA
ple of the nation.
workers are all over the counThis question of, unity is more care and courage.
try.
Some nationalists, howevrelationship
between
important than ever now be- The
cause in October this year Ni- Moslems and Christians may, er, have questioned the intengeria becomes the largest inde- unlike tribalism in my view, tions of MRA and taken exceppendent state in Africa. No re- grow more aggravated in the tion to its operations here. One
cent census has been taken but years to come. From some ac- nationalist writer suggests that
Mrs. Franklin D. Roosevelt has been chos- accept dictation from the party's legislative
the population figure according counts here, Moslems seem to MRA is seeking to curb nationen to head the interracial national advisory wing in Congress, and that it intends to call
to the conservative guessers ea- be making more converts than alist militancy and slow down
committee to draft a civil rights plank for the the signals at the convention.
ceed 35 million. There are al- Christianity despite all of the the freedom march in Africa.
Democratic convention July 11.
most as many Nigerians as evangelizing of such headline F',. tunately for Nigeria, all
This presents a dilemma to the Dixiecrats
The committee, according to Democratic as to their relationship with the national party
figures as Billy Graham and the top leaders who may wield
as there are Englishmen.
national power are fully aware
National Chairman Paul Butler, will include in in the November election. With all due respect
Tribalism crops up in many other foreign missionaries.
its membership prominent whites and Negroes. to Mrs. Roosevelt, who has been unflaggihg in
odd ways. A clerk in one busi- A Moslem may legitimately of thL inherent dangers of triIts composition would seem to assure sweeping her advocacy of civil rights, what good is it
ness establishment complained marry four wives if he can af- balism and religious conflict.
demands for equal rights for Negroes will be to have a strong civil rights plank if there are
that he was being given a ford them while a Christian pro- The Prime Minister of the fedinserted in the Democratic convention plat- no legislative provisions to enforce those rights?
rough deal on his job because fesses the doctrine of "0 n e eration, Sir Abubakar Balewa
form.
his superior was of a different Man One Wife." The Moslem is a devout Moslem, with only
Party platforms are usually forgotten the day
Coming at a time when the Southern bloc after election.
tribe. Some employers have to vie' corresponds more closely one wife, however. The Lea
of the Opposition, Chief Oh
In Congress is having its way in the civil rights
screen their employees a n d with the native custom.
No matter how strongly worded a civil
issue, the Butler move is calculated to have rights plank may be, it will only serve as winsometimes fire a good worker Christianity is also more ml Awolowo, ir a Methodis .
the effect of a political bombshell.
simpl; bemuse of tribal diffi- closely identified with the white Mitt of the other important
dow-dressing. Democratic leaders' fear of the
This appears to be a warning that the na- loss of the Negro vote as a result of the South- "That new ch4c may be a little weak In the upper culties.
man and as the spirit of na- politicians, including Dr. NnamThe political Importance of tionalism grows among the rank di Azikiwe, are Christians.
tional Democratic Party organization will not ern filibuster is well founded.
But let o loodo' that foundation!"
story
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Dear Mme Chante: I am a write. All letters will be an•Tgem Dip^ TMOSS LIGHTS/
man of 38, have a good job swered. Age or race makes no
and a car. I would like very difference, for people a r e
much to meet a lady between people regardless. Miss Walker,
20 and 36 who is looking for 222 W. Wyoming St., Indianappeace and happiness. Shall an- olis, Ind.
•••
swer all letters. J. Graham, 122
W. 120th St., New York, N.Y. Dear Mme. Chante: I am a
• ••
constant reader of your colDear Mme. Chante: I am tak- umn and enjoy it very much.
ing this time to thank all who Writing letters is one of my
wrote me but couldn't answer hobbies. Would like very much
all I wrote that I was lonely to have pen pals all over the
and received over 200 letters. world. Age doesn't matter —
Your column is wonderful. I neither does race, creed or collatottNt PREScRiPitomSD
have met some wonderful peo- or. I am a hapnily married
ple. There's no need to be lone- young woman of 26. So since
ly as long as your column is my time is limited would like
in existence. Thank you so to hear from just married lamuch. Mrs. I. M. Evans, 3226 dies. .Mrs. Fannie Reese, 413
N. Kenneth, C-0 Chess, Chica- Unica Street. Cincinnati. Ohio.
•.
go 41, III.
•••
Dear Mme. Chante: I rend
Mme. Chante: I have your column and decided to see
been reading your column for if I too could he happy by
some time and hope you can meeting some nice gentleman
help me. I am a lady 42 years between the ages of 40 and
old, interested in meeting a 50. I am 36, single, 5 feet, 2
Christian companion. I am inches tall, 140 Ihs, ligst
brownskin, 5 feet 6 1-2 inches brownskin nice hair. Will send
tall, 142 lbs., good Christian. picture if I find someone who
Send photo if interested. Mrs. is interested in marriage. JeanG. Jones, 1407 W. Illth Street, nette Johnson, 5403 Ingleside
Chicago 43, Ill.
ave., Chicago, Ill.
•••
•••
Dear Mme. Chante: For some Dear time Chante: I am
time now I have been desirous looking for a nice husband
of writing to you. I would like about 24 years of age. I am
to become a member of your 18, light complexioned, considpen pal club an that I may cor- ered nice looking, 5 feet, 4 inchrespond with women and young es tall, 130 lbs. and I have a
ladies all over the world. Let- 2 year old daughter. Please
ters from men pen pals will be send picture with first letter.
answered to help develop an in- Ocie Young 3915 1-2 Bedlong,
ternational brotherhood. I am Los Angeles, Calif.
MONROVIA, -Liberia — For vocational schools in West Afri•••
34, employed as a baker and
the past two years, Dr. Thom- ca, has the
responsibility of
have good intentions for the fu- Dear Mme. Chante: I am as
R. Solomon of Detroit, Mich. training the future
builders of
ture, I have dark brown eyes, looking for a good wife. I am
has served as Chief advisor at Liberia — mechanics,
NASHVILLE, Tenn. — Chem- the cause of multiple sclerosis, cal composition of the protcins
farmers,
may possibly be useful in heart black hair, 5 feet, 9 1-2 inches 38, 5 feet S inmhes tall, 155 lbs., the
Booker Washington Insti- home economists, businessmen
istry research projects ranging Is being done jointly with the of normal and afflicted persons.
tall. Will exchange photos. My brownsktp, grey eyes. I have a
,
disease
work.
tute
in Kakata, Liberia. A staff secretaries, and artisans.
from investigation of ways to University of Michigan. The
hobbies are record collecting, good job — all I need is a
In the research on radioac- In
member of the International , Under the leadership
the field of theoretical
reduce effects of radiation to
of Dr.
name collecting and photog- good woman to help me save.
northern university is furnish- tive fallout, Dr. Massie reports chemistry,
Cooperation.
several students are raphy. Ovan
possible leads on crippling mulAdministration, Solomon, with the cooperation
Newels
or
some
1628
race
West
success
lonely
—
in
reducing
very
am
efI
equipment
ing
the
being
used
working on a study of the idenDr. Solomon is presently home of the Liberian government.
tiple sclerosis are underway at
the
12, Calif.
color doesn't matter. Do hope on leave but will
and a part of the money need- fects of radiation on experi- tity of products derived from Street, Oakland
Fisk university,
return to Li- Institute has established a high
•
•
•
wife.
a
find
me
mental animals if certain com- gasoline, and
help
can
you
while
Fisk
ed,
supplies
laborberia to centinue, the work of standard of vocational educaothers are study- Dear
The Fisk chemistry departMme, Chante: I am a All letters will be answered.
pounds are taken before the ra- ing unusual
training Liberians to operate tion. the administrative
chemical struc- divorcee, 36
ment, directed by Dr. Samuel atory space and the remainder
39th
E.
and in1334
Campbell,
years
have
old,
a
Willie 0.
diation occurs.
tures.
this new school of vocational structional program
P. Massie, is presently working of the money.
daughter 4 years old. I St., Chicago, Ill.
has
been
Another project involves re- A total of 11 students,
education.
on five research projects sup- SPINAL FLUID TESTS
reorganized and an in-service
both am a Christian woman who
Located some 45 miles from training program for
ported by grants from four na- The research on this project search into the effects of other graduates and undergraduates, works in the church, enjoy
Liberian
Liberia's capital of Monrovia, staff members has been
tional foundations.
involves tests on blood and spin- compounds on cancer tissues. are participating in the re- church quartet groups, wrestBooker ,Wasiltngtott Institute
One of the projects, involving al fluid proteins in an attempt which has shown "interesting" search work, Dr. Massie said. ling, boxing, movies, good mu• s
was begun in 1928, when it was ateAt.
an attempt to learn more about to locate differences in chemi- results, Dr. Massie says.
The projects are supported by sic and all decent amusements.
si chief advisor to the Instichartered as a private institute tute, Dr. Solomon supervised
A probe into heart diseases the National Cancer institute, I am 5 feet 2/
1
2 inches tall,
by Liberia. In 1954. Liberia the construction of shops and
is part of another experimental the Walter Reed Army institute, 165 lbs., light brown complexon,
signed a contract with the In- tool roomti and the installation
project. A group of undergrad- the Petroleum Research fund, considered fair looking, very
uates are at work synthesizinl and the National Science Foun- affectionate. Above all
ternational Cooperation Admin- of the equipment. The water
I know
compounds of purines which dation.
istration
inteand Prairie l'iew A&M system was revolutionized with
will
University
DePaul
God. Only Christian men should
grate its College of Physical college, which provided for a the building of a• water filtraEducation with its College of group of 22 American techni- tion 'plant and extending t h e
Liberal Arts and Sciences next cians to staff the institute and water mains and power lines
fall, the Very Rev. Comerford train thAr Liberian r )1'71!c- - throughout the campus. He also
J. O'Malley, C. M.. University parts as teachers, as well as to conducted a man power surserve as instructors.
president, has announced.
vey to determine the vocationThe College of Physical Edu- From its small beginning. the al skills most needed in LiberInstitute has grown to a 1959 ia, and inaugurated a job
placecation will become the departenrollment
of 445 students of ment and follow-up 'service for
ment of physical education
16 vocational subjects. This pro- the graduates of the
within the College of Liberal
Institute.
Arts and Sciences, effective gram of vocational education is Dr. Solomon received his AB
designed to accelerate the de- and MA degrees at Wayne uniSeptember, 1960.
velopment of the nation's hu- versity ahd his Ph D. degree
NEW YORK — Bible paper, Recently. Ecusta started op- "Any time you are producing
at
Albin P Warner. now man and
natural potential.
the 30-pound lightweight paper eration of the largest light- a material which is to be bound Dr.
the University of Michigan. Pridirector of the College of Physi- ONE OF
widely used in printing t h e weight paper machine in the into large volumes, there
THE BEST
or to his assignment to Liberia
are cal Education, will be chairman
Booker Washington Institute, with ICA, he served at Prairie
scriptures, is making wider in- United States, its 10th, to in- definite advantages inherent in
of the department under t h e now rated
roads into the booklet field.
as one of the best View A & M college.
crease its production by 35 per- the use of lighter weight Pa- Rev. William T. Powers, MC.,
"With higher postal costs, cent.
pers," Dunbar said.
'
,
a,. it.
liberal arts dean.
there is a definite trend toward
the use of lightweight paper for
printed mailing material," said
Richard Dunbar, plant superin•
DR. SAMUEL P. MASSIE, ed from spinal fluids serum tendent of the Inland Press
(left), head of the Fisk Uni- on a machine borrowed from plant of Inland - Magill Weinversity
chemistry depart- the University of Michigan. sheimer Corp.
The Inland Press offset dement, looks on as graduate Parker is working on possirecently
student Julius Parker pre- ble leads on the causes of partment
completed 100,000 copies of the English
pares to test proteins distill- multiple sclerosis.
edition of a tiny 104-page medical booklet and 30,000 copies of
a 24-page Spanish edition, for a
Chicago pharmaceutical firm.
Thirty - pound Ecusta Waylite offset paper was selected.
It is manufactured by Ecusta
Paper, part of Olin Mathieson
seassess,
Chemical Corporation, Pisgah
D'R. THOMAS It. SOLOMON tute serving under a conForest, N. C.
(right) confers with the tract with the international
"!. ST. PAUL, Minn. — (UPI)- —There is today a much less
CIGARETTE
PAPER
principal of the Booker ';. Cooperation
.Reuben Hill, director of the pronounced division of labor
Administration,
This firm, which is one of
Washington Institute of Ka• the Government of Liberia
University of Minnesota Fam- within the home.
kata, Liberia. Dr. Solomon and Prairie View A and M
—Integration of recreation the largest makers of cigarette
ily Study Center, says he has
is chief advisor to the Inst.'. College, Prairie View, Tex.
found five reasons why today's for both sexes has increased paper, has developed from a
,'marriages are happier:
the possibilities of companion- sulphate woodpulp stock a lightweight paper that permits print—Husband and wife are more ship in play.
partners in the —Trends in the husband-wife ing on both sides because it
frequently
elalm of earning and spending relatirzship have their counter- has the opacity of many papers
parts in the parent - child re- twice its weight.
e family income.
—Authority in decision mak- lation where increasing shar- The firm spent seven years THIRTY-POUND lightweight ter) and Henry Lackner, all weight Bible
paper were run
ing is more likely to be shared ing of authority and greater developing the product which Bible paper proves Itself in employees of the Inland Press off.
has
gained
the
use
wide
between
including
in
the
the last
companionship
proof copy of a 104-page plant of Inland-Magill Wein.
in all phases of life,
recreation, choice of friends, generations have made parents two years for package litera- medical booklet being check- sheimer Corp., Chicago. Some
PRINCETON, N. J. - The senting 861 institutions. They
sex relations and child disci- and children closer friends than ture inserts, instruction sheets ed by Frank D. Seminars 100,000 copies of the medical
outcome of a year-long na- will study at 83 different graduand booklets.
pline.
(left), Richard Dunbar (cell- booklet printed on this lighttheir predecessors.
tionwide hunt for future college ate schools. Most are in the
teachers was announced when Humanities and Social Sciences
the Woodrow Wilson National but there are also 224 scientists
Fellowship Foundation made and
mathematicians among
known the -names of 1259 win-,them.
MINNEAPOLIS, M in n. — ners of its fellowship awards The shortage of qualified col(UPI) — Begin planning for in- for 1960-61.
lege teachers is one of the most
door spring planting of flowers The announcement was made critical problems facing Amerinow, and follow these rules, by sir Hugh Taylor, president can education today. It is
estisays the University of Minne- of' the Foundation and Dean mated that 30,000 new college
sota Institute of Agriculture: Emeritus of Princeton univer- teachers will be needed
each
Keep the plants in sunshine or sity's graduate school. The year during the next decade to
bright light. Roees especially awards carry a basic stipend take care of the tidal wave of
need sunlight.
of $1500 plus fainily allowances college student expected in
Keep the soil moist, water- and full costs of a year's grad- the sixties.
ing whenever it is dry to the uate study at" any university The
Woodrow Wilson Fellowtouch.
of the recipient's choice in the ship program
was established
Keep the plants at cool night U. S..and Canada.
in 1945 to r * fit promising stutemperatures, preferably
at
Winners come from 355 uni- dents for ti e college teaching
60 degrees.
versities and colleges in the U. profession and to support them
Keep the plants out of ex- S. and Canada and were select- during their first year of gradtremely
high
temperatures ed from 8,800 applicants repre- uate study.
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BONNIE RUTH NORRIS, of
9638 S. Normal, is one of seven young ladies from Chicago
who recently enlisted in
WAVEs and departed for the
Naval Training Center in
Bainbridge, Md. Miss Norris,
18, will undergo nine weeks

of recruit training prior to assignment to a - school for specialized training. The daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Josh Norris, she looks through manual
here with WAVE recruiter
(Thief Joan 4Vilk.

A. G. GASTON (right), dis- the John B. Russwurm award
tinguished businessman of f o r "Unselfish
Economic
Birmingham, Ala., received Leadership" from William 0.
Walker, president of the Na.

tional Newspaper Publishers
Association (left) on the Dave
Garroway (center) NBC TV
program, "Today."

15 Die In Bolivian Pre-Election Revolt

Cuba Loud speakers Blare Death To Ike• Armed Militia Rout Political Foes
HAVANA — (UPI) — Leaders of Premier Fidel

Castro's
revolutionary regime studied a new U. S. protest in an atmosphere of anti-Americanism aggravated by shouts of "Death to
Eisenhower!" over government loudspeakers.
Foreign Minister Raul Roa was said to have taken the
U. S. protest note to President Osvaldo Dorticos last night,
a few hours after it was delivered by charge d'affaires Daniel
Braddock.
An upsurge of anti-Americanism was reported symbolized
by the slogans shouted by loudspeakers the government had
installed in Havana's central park.
BRIDGEPORT, Conn. — (UPI) — Miss Polly Thompson,
"Death to Eisenbower!" the loudspeakers thundered. "Let
for nearly 25 years "the eyes and ears" of Helen Keller, died the Yankees come —
we'll show them how to fight!"
late Sunday night at Bridgeport hospital. She was 75.
Miss Thompson was admitted to the hospital Dec. 1 as a
ALBANY — (UPI) — Gov. Nelson A. Rockefeller Wednesmedical patient.
Since 1936 she had been the inseparable companion of day held back an endorsement of Richard M. Nixon's presidenMiss Keller who has been blind and deaf since infancy. Miss tial candidacy but agreed to take an active part in the GOP
Thompson served as Miss Keller's link with the world, com- national campaign.
Rockefeller, who withdrew as a rossible White House canmunicating with rapid finger movem:.tnts in the palm of her
didate, said he had no immediate plans for publicly endorsing
hand.
"any individual" for the presidency. But, he said he might
campaign for Republican candidates in other states.
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — Soviet Premier Nikita S.
Khrushchev was reported to have told President Eisenhower
CEDAR RAPIDS, Iowa — (UPI) — J. A. Paddock, presidentthat Russia would consider sharing atomic weapons with its
of the Order of Railway Conductors and Brakeman, said Tuesallies if the U. S. took such action.
Informed sources said that this was the gist of the Soviet day that the union's executive committee later this week will
Premier's message delivered to the President March 8 by Soviet decide whether to call a strike vote against the railroads.
Paddock said "chances are" a strike vote will be called,
Ambassador Mikhail rvienshikov but never made public.
Eisenhower replied, according to the New York Times, that but there were a number of other things being considered.
this country has no intention of carrying out such a plan. It
said the President told Khrushchev that the move would be
Premier Nikita S. Khrushchev recontrary to U. S. law.
packed his bag in an atmosphere of goodwill for his trip to
France today.
Russians — from ballerinas to factory foremen — kept up
HAVANA — (UPI) — President Osvaldo Dorticos flatly
accused the U. S. of "undeniable sabotage" and "criminal a chorus of avowals of Soviet-French friendship that began
long before Khrushchev's reported illness last week delayed
aerial attacks" against Cuba.
It marked the first time a high Cuban government official and shortened his first visit to France.
The Soviet press avoided direct mention of the scheduling
had lodged such charges directly against the U. S. in public.
The bitter onslaught, aired Sunday over television and difficulties reported in western newspapers. "France is waiting
radio, came less than seven hours after U. S. Ambassador for N. S. Khrushchev" was the headline in almost every newsPhilip Bonsai returned from Washington to try to salvage paper.
steadily worsening relations between the U. S. and Cuba.
LA PAZ, Bolivia — (UPI) — The government went ahead
Monday with preparations for a new presidential election despite a short-lived but bloody revolt that left 15 persons dead
and 105 injured in this capital Saturday.
All indications were that the rebellion was confined to
members of a crack army regiment which seized northern
La Paz early Saturday morning under the leadership of an
allegedly "intoxicated" colonel.

Helen Keller's Friend, Aide Dies

Rocky Reluctant To Endorse Nixon Fight

Russia Threatens To Share Atomic Weapons

Union Chief Threatens Railroad Strike

Khrushchev Repacks For French Trip Today
Moscow — (um) —

Cuban President Airs Wast At U. S.

NEGRO AND WHITE stu- discuss anti - Negro policies
dents of the University of at the University. Anthony
Texas attended a meeting to Henry (left), a student from

LA PAZ, Bolivia — (UPI) — Armed "people's militia"
roamed the streets here Monday, raiding and wrecking the
offices, their political foes in a sequel to Saturday's abortive
revolt.
The militiamen, supporting the left wing of the governing
MNR party, focused their attack on newspapers, radio stations
and other activities supporting the party's "Authentic" (rightist) faction.
The only new casualty reported during the day was an aide
of Authentic leader Walter Arce, wounded when gunmen shot
up car in which Guevara was riding to Oruro.

Reelect Chen Cheng China Vice President
TAIPEI, Formosa — (UPI) — Chen Cheng, a retired nationalist general, was elected to his second term as vice president
of China Tuesday on the endorsement of Generalissimo Chiang
Kai-Shek.
Chen, who was not opposed for the six year term, received
1,381 of the 1,505 votes cast by the National Assembly.
An influential figure in the ruling Kuomintang party, Chen
is considered heir apparent to the 72-year-old Generalissimo,
who was endorsed by the assembly Monday for a third term
as president.

Snowstorm Blocks Recovery Of AF Bodies
LAQUILA, Italy — (UPI) — U. S. paratroopers stood guard
in a mountain blizzard Tuesday over the wreckage of an Air
Force plane and the bodies of four crewmen killed in a crash
last Wednesday.
Seven paratroopers and para-medics have been on the -crash
site, 7,500 feet up in the Gran Sasso mountain range, since
Sunday. A raging snowstorm blocked Italian ground parties
from helping them bring down the bodies.
The plane, a C-47 transport, disappeared on a flight from
Avian° in northern Italy to Taranto in the south. It was discovered by an Italian plane after a four day search.

West Offers Cheat-Proof Disarmament

GENEVA — (UPI) — The west proposed Tuesday a limited
nuclear disarmament agreement with cheat-proof controls as
the first step toward a total east-west ban on nuclear warfare.
French delegate Jules Moch said this "Is the only serious,
JERUSALEM — (UPI) — Billy Graham headed for home honest and solid way to approach the problem."
Monday ending a five-day stay in Israel which he said was
Moch and Canadian Delegate Gen. E. L. M. Burns carried
"one of the most wonderful experience of my life."
the ball for the west at the sixth session of the 10-nation eastThe North Carolina evangelist delivered the final sermon west disarmament conference.
of his Israeli tour to an overflow crowd at the 700-seat church
St. Peter's in Jaffa.
His sermon on "what's wrong with the world?" was transROME —( UPI) — Fernando Tambroni, 58-year-old lawyer
lated phrase by phrase into Hebrew for the benefit of the predominantly-Jewish audience, made up largely of teen-agers.
and former budget minister tried his hand Tuesday at forming a stop-gap government that could pull Italy through its
worst cabinet crisis since World War II.
A spring blizzard roared across Michigan Tuesday, closing
Tambroni had little chance of setting up a solid, lasting
roads and causing widespread damage in the western part of government. Political factions were too split. All he could hope
the state.
for was a patchwork organization -that could handle the new
Hurricane-force winds of 75 miles an hour blew down trees
budget and other urgent legislation.
and utility wires in Huskegon and Grand Haven along the Lake
Michigan shoreline.
Tambroni, was named Monday by president Giovanni
What some withness discribed as a small tornado flattened as the fourth man to try to solve the crisis since Premier Anan 80 by 40 foot cement block building at Grand Haven. "It tonio Segni resigned Feb. 24. All are members of the Christian
was :almost completely leveled, with nothing but a little bit of Democratic party, the pro-western group that has dominated
one wall standing," a state police trooper said.
Italian politics since the war.

Billy Graham Ends 'Wonderful' Israel Trip

Re.;:ds Suffer Defeat In Switzerland Vote
BASEL, Switzerland — (UPI) — The communists suffered
a crushing defeat in elections in Switzerland's biggest industrial center, official results showed.
The elections were held Sunday for the cantonal parliament
of Basel city. The Communists' Partei Der Arbeit, which got
5,234 votes and captured 16 of the 130 seats in the last elections
four years ago, lost half of them. Its share in the popular vote
dropped from 13.7 to 6.8 per cent.
The winners were the middle-of-the-road Radical Democrats and the independent Socialist Party, a leftist splinter
group.

Warn Inter-American Editors About Reds
MONTEGO BEACH. Jamaica — (UPI) — The board of directors of the Inter-American Press Association (IAPA) has
called on editors throughout the hemisphere to be alert against
attempts by Communists and other totalitarian elements to infiltrate mass media.
The warning was issued in a weekend session in which the
IAPA directors also approved a resolution condemning Cuba,
Bolivia, the Dominican Republic and Paraguay for violations
of press freedom.

Mamie Visits Mother After Ariz. Vacation
DENVER — (UPI) — Mrs. Mamie Eisenhower planned to
fly back to Washington, D. C.. Monday after a two week va
cation near Phoenix, Ariz.. and a brief visit with her mothei
In Denver.
Mrs. Eisenhower ended her Arizona vacation Sunday ana
flew here.
Her party arrived at Denver's Lowry Air Force Base
aboard the Columbine III, the presidential airplane.

Chiang Kai-Shek Elected To Third Term

Lawyer Forms 'Stop-Gap' Italian Cabinet

Spring Blizzard Flattens Mich. Building

Cites U. S. Troubles
In Caribbean Islands
By PHIL NEWSOM
UPI Foreign Editor

TAIPEI — (UPI) — Aging Generalissimo Chiang Kai-Shels
Monday won a third presidential term in his biggest electiou
majority in three decades of rule.
Chiang, unopposed for the first time in his political career
received 1,481 of the .1,509 votes cast by the national assembly
Twenty-six ballots were blank and two were declared invalid

Beginning with the westward
tip ot Cuba and extending eastward and southward in a 2,000mile arc to Trinidad is a string
of islands which separates the
Atlantic ocean from the Caribbean sea.
U.S.
Lying close to the center, at
GENEVA — (UPI) — The west told Russia Monday the
Ti. S. will keep its troops in Europe until both east and west Cuba's eastern tip, is the great
have disarmed.
The west warned that even after both sides have slashed
arms and armies to police levels, an international force still
will be needed to keep the peace.
The position was delivered to the 10-nation disarmament
conference by Italian delegate and former foreign minister
Gaetano Martino.

Vows To Keep Forces In Eurone

'Upside Down' Weather Moderate Winter
Believe it or not, the record-breaking, "upside down" winter of 1959-60 was rated as moderate in most parts of the
nations.
A succession of snow storms, many of them in March
caused hundreds of millions of dollars' damage to property and
crops, claimed scores of lives, and set records for snow and
cold.
But a UPI survey showed that the season which dies with
the Vernal Equinox at 7:43 a. m. EST Sunday had been no
better and no worse than average for most sections of the
country.
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Probe Slaying Of 3 Matrons, Family
STARVED ROCK STATE PARK, Ill.—(UPI)—An inquest
was held into the deaths of three Chicago area matrons found
beaten to death in a cave here, but a coroner's jury could
find only that they were beaten to death by "a person or persons unknown."
It recommended further investigation, which was going on.
The inquest was held at nearby Ottawa, the county seat,
while LaSalle County authorities also were investigating another slaying discovered that of a man, his wife, and their
three children. But authorities discounted any link between
the two sets of killings.

Cuba Asks U. S. To Arrest Batista Aide
HAVANA — (UPI) — Foreign Minister Raul Roa announced he has instructed the Cuban charge d'affaires in
Washington to ask U. S. authorities to arrest provisionally a
top aide of ousted dictator Fulgencio Batista.
A formal request for extradition of Jose Eleuterio Pedraza,
the Batista aide, will be made later, the foreign ministry said.
Roa said Cuba was stepping up efforts to extradite Pedraza
and other accused "war criminals" in the U. S., Mexico,
Guatemala and Chile.

Graham Addiesses 1st Jewish Audience
HAIFA, Israel — (UPI) — American evangelist Billy
Graham preached his first sermon to a predominantly Jewish
audience Saturday and a spokesman said "a few score" Jews
remained after the service to record "decisions for Christ."
The globe-hopping evangelist addressed his first public
meeting in Israel at th.e 1,000-seat St. John church. The attendance was 2,500, most of them Jews.
Graham's remarks were translated into Hebrew sentence
by sentence by Dr. Robert Lyndsey of the Israeli Baptist
committee, who interrupted a home leave in the U. S. to
participate in Graham's tour of Israel.

Seven Killed In Ecuador Political Riot
QUITO, Ecuador — (UPI) — Seven persons were killed
and at least 25 injured in rioting that broke out at a public
reception in Bolivar Square for presidential candidate Jose
Maria Velascoibarra.
One of the dead was a six-year-old child. A policeman also
was killed. .
The rioting broke out shortly after Velasco-Ibarra arrived
here to launch his election campaign.

38 Die In Colombian Plane Crash
BOGOTA, Columbia—(UPI)—A Columbian airliner with
45 persons aboard—most of them women—crashed with heavy
loss of life Saturday on making a forced landing in a swamp.
A rescue party pulled 38 bodies from the wreckage. There
were seven survivors. The plane went down near Medellin,
its destination.
The two-engine DC-4 was on a local flight from the vacation resort of St. Andrew's Island, a Colombian possession 115
miles off the coast of Nicaragua in the Caribbean. The women aboard were returning to the mainland from vacations
on the island.

Mother Trapped In Wrecked Auto 13 Hours
COTTAGE GROVE, Ore.—(UPI)—Mrs. Loyal Burns, 29year-old mother of six, was recovering in a hospital here from
a 13-hour ordeal in which she was trapped in her upside-down
convertible in five-foot deep, Elk Creek.
Mrs. Burns was trapped in the car from about 8:30 Thursday night until 9:30 Friday morning with eight inches of
breathing space.
Mrs. Burns suffered only minor lacerations and bruises
in the accident and was in shock for a time.

Break Into Home Of Show Producer
MINNEAPOLIS, Minn.—(UPI)—Police reported a break-in
at the home of Morris Chaflen, producer of the "Holiday on
Ice" show.
Chalfen narrowly escaped death Friday when the northwest Airlines plane on which he was a passenger was forced
into a steep dive in order to avoid colliding with two military
planes.
His wife and her three children were killed Thursday in
the crash of another Northwest Airlines plane near Tell-City,
Indiana.

Cuban newspaper Revolucion
published claims of discrimination against and ill-treatment
of Cuban labor at the base.
Just how far the Cuban government intends to go in its
harassing attacks against the
United States now cannot be
SEOUL, Korea—(UP!)—The opposition Democratic party
foretold.
Sunday charged that police "massacred innocent people" in
There have been reports for the Masan election riot March 15 in an action unprecedented
months that a decree lies on even during the Japanese rule.
Castro's desk awaiting only his
In a statement demanding the "culprits" be punished, the
signature to take over Guan- party said 26 persons had been killed and 86 injured in the
tanamo. Since the U.S. Navy riot in the southern port city on election day.
already has served notice it
has no intention of giving up
CAIRO — (UPI) — The United Arab Republic government
the base ,it would be the straw newspaper Al Gomhouria criticized West German Chancellor
that broke the back of U. S.- Konrad Adenauer Tuesday for describing Israeli Premier
Cuban relations.
David Ben-Gurion as a man of "statesmanship and steadfastJust as anti-US. events in ness."
Cuba demonstrate a Castro
"Is it statesmanship to throw all the Palestine people out
type of nationalism, so nation- of their homes?" It asked. "Is it steadfastness to persist in
alism also is at the root of dif- flouting the United Nations resolution?"
ficulties in Panama and Puerto
Rico.
WP-;;HINGTON 4— (UPI) — Harold J. Gibbons, teamsters
Puerto Rican
nationalists political-strategist and right-hand man to union president James
once plotted to assassinate R. Hoffa has denied that the unions called for the defeat of 82
President. But while they are members of Congress.
violer.t. they are a small mi"We have never taken a position on one Congressman — let
nority with no real voice. alone 82 Congressmen," Gibbons said Tuesday.
Panama nationalism is differEarlier, a spokesman for the teamsters conceded that a
ent. It is deep and growing, political memo signed by Hoffa was circulated among t h e
and centers its wrath upon the union's officers. But he denied it was a "purge list" calling for
United States' perpetual hold defeat of 82 lawmakers.
of the Canal.
Panama nationalists charge
GENEVA — (UPI) — The west Wednesday brushed aside
the United States gives unequal the first Communist objections and called on the Soviet east
opportunity to Panamanians, to consider carefully the merits of controlled, step-by-step
phoned bomb threat during fruitless, crowds were allowed takes a disproportionate share disarmament.
David Ormsby-Gore, British minister of state for foreign
Mrs. Roosevelt's talk caused to re-enter the auditorium and of revenue from the Canal and
police to empty building. Af- speech continued. UPI Tele- say that some day the U.S. affairs and a veteran disarmament negotiator, told the second
must turn the Canal over to session of the 10-power Geneva arms conference that any
ter a thorough check proved photo
Pans ma.
final agreement must contain built in controls to police it.

U.S. Naval Base of Guantana- three The United States has
its difficulties.
mo.
tight hundred miles to the Of most immediate concern
south of Guantanamo is the is Guantanamo. The constitution providing Cuba a RepubPanama Canal.
of government
Five hundred miles to the lican form
east is the Commonwealth of granted the U.S.A. naval base
•
at Guantanama in 1901, shortly
Puerto Rico.
Each of the three looms after the Paris treaty in which
large in U.S. defense strategy, Spain gave up both Cuba and
both at home and for the West- Puerto Rico.
official
ern Hemisphere. In each of the Recently, the semi

Charge Massacre In Korean Election

Arabs Blast Adenauer's Ben-Gurion Praise

Hoffa Aide Denies Purge Of Congressman

Fear Defense Risk Means U. S. Survival
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — Senate Democratic leader
Lyndon B. Johnson (Tex.) said key military leaders fear future defense plans contain "A degree of risk which could affect
the very survival of our nation."
Johnson made the statement at the opening of a hearing
by his Senate preparedness and Space committees. The witbeSS was Defense Secretary Thomas S. Gates jr.
"If we speed up our defenses and they are not needed
all we lose is money," Johnson declared. "If we fail to step
up our defenses and they are needed, we could lose our country.

Houston, asked the photographer not to take pictures.
The meeting broke-up shortly
after this picture was made.

West Ignores Red Objections At Geneva

SURROUNDED BY St. Peter sbur g. Fla, detectives,
Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt is escorted into auditorium for
speech. Minutes later a tele-

•
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Let Us March On 'Til Victory Is Won

EXCLUSIVE PICTURES of photographer.
George Hardin. counter after Negro students
first student sit-in demonstra- In photo at left,
employee of appeared for
service. In photions in Memphis were made McClellan's
places "This
by Tri-State Defender's Chief Counter Closed"
to
right,
at
policemen
invade
sign on lunch

MARV/N PLUNKETT and
Benjamin Ward browse in the
Cossitt library just minutes
before they were rounded up
and herded into a pa:iol

wagon and taken to jail. Students reported they sat at
tables with white persons
using the library facilities

and met no reslstence whatso-ever. In fact, the students
said. some smiled "hello" at
them. Staff photo by Hardin

PADDY WAGON BOUND LeMoyne students tile
toward patrol wagon f o r
aosportation to jail. Students were arrested at Pea-

body-McClean library after
they entered this public fa•
cility for service. Left to
right are Evander Ford,

Misses Ernestine Lee, Doris
Townsend, Jean Wiggins and
Martha Little. Photo by
Withers.

•

FREEDOM BOUND — After
a I2-hour stint in jail, students stand on steps of Coun-

ty courthouse and wait for
others to be released on bond.
Students and newsmen who

wete jailed reported that officers' attitudes ranged from
"nasty" to "decent."

the store and insisted that ter perches. Photog Ernest
students leave. After manag- Withers caught the center
er closed the entire store, the picture of the Defender's Harstudents left their lunch coun- din being hustled off to a

squad car. Hardin was taken
to police headquarters a n d
questioned and released after
about 30 minutes. Howe‘er.

on Saturday, Hardin, along library sit-ins. White newswith four other Memphis Ne- men were permitted to cover
gro newsmen, were arrested the story with assistance tsvm
and jailed while covering the police officers,

toROPHETIC S Y M B 0 L of Hardin shot this picture of books. Man at right is white
dressed, orderly Negro colghat lay ahead were these students sitting in Cossitt Iiand completely unperturbed ii.ge students. Shortly after
wall slats through which Debrary reading their text by the presence of the well
fender Photographer George
this picture was taken, stu-

dents and five Negro news.
men were looking through jail
bars.

QUARTET OF LAW1ERS demonstrations at two "white sell
B. Sugarmon, jr.. and ty organisations and Negro
with bale of cash post bond only" public library branch- A. W. Willis, jr. On hand to
riti7ens joined hands to raise
for St students and newsmen es Left to right, Attys. I. H. give assistance
to P. I. H. bond for those arrested.
arrested
who were
Saturday Murphy, B. L. Hooks, Rus- Watson, jr.. right. Cnmmuni- Photo
by Withers.
In connection with sit-in
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Pan-Hellenic Group
Meets March 25-26

Sat., March 26, 1960
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The 31st Annual Meeting of senting Memphis Pan
Hellenic
National Pan Hellenic Council Council are:
Mrs. Bernice A. E.
will convene at Arkansas AM&N Callaway,
chairman and Zeta
college, Pine Bluff, Ark. March Phi Beta
Sorority member; El25 and 26. Delegates are ex- mer L.
Henderson, parliamenpected from graduate councils tarian and
member of Kappa
located in major cities of the Alpha Psi
Fraternity; Mrs. Helnation and undergraduate coun- en G. Cunningham,
Pan-Hellencils located -on college campus- ic chairman
and Zeta Phi Beta
en for business sessions, a work Sorority officer and
Miss Eliza
sop and symposium entered Young, Pan - Hellenic
secretary
around the theme: "Revitaliz- and chaplain of
Alpha Kappa
ing Pan-Hellenic Council for a Alpha Sorority,
will represent
More Dynamic Greek Life." jLeanoyne college Pan - Hellenic
National chairman, Julius Council.
Simmons, Dean of Men at Ft. 1 The meeting is designed to
Valley State college and a Phi further stimulate new interest
Beta Sigma; Executive Secre- in the Council and formulate
tary, Walter Washington, pres- new methods by which to reach
ident of Utica Junior college the Council's objectives.
and an Alpha Phi Alpha; heads
and representatives of the eight
national college fraternities and
sororities will be present.
Memphians to attend repre-

..••
..•
•
BY MARJORIE I. ULEN :
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These days, when it behooves room suite, green and black
all to 'stand together or hang contour chairs, Danish tables
separately' . . . it is refresh- Jr :ight oak and marble, very
ing to learn that the Bluff City unusual lamps, and champagne
Medical Auxiliary has present- colored drapes. All made cozy
ed the entire proceeds of their with a fabulous fireplace and
recent bridge tournament to their great dane, Sampson to
Miss Yvonne Shaw, a student complete the homey touch.
nurte at the E. H. Crump Me- Admiring the lovely home and
mortal hospital School of Nurs- sharing the joy of their hosts
ing, to pay in full, her expenses were Miss Shirley Burton, Mayfor her senior year of training wood, Ill. Mrs. Mabel Saulsberand study, her text books, the ry, Mr. and Mrs, Jimmy Jones,
fee for her state board exami- Miss Gertrude Jewell, Miss Oletnation, and her permit to prac- ta Wells, Miss Milo Ann Wells,'
tice until her license is issued. Mrs. Gertrude Turner, Mrs. LorFormal presentation of the'rie Bailey, Mr. and Mrs. Theocheck to cover these items was,dore Walker, Mrs. Vernedia
PRINCETON, N. J.—(UPI)—
made by Mrs. James S. Byes, Reed, Mr. and Mrs. Marionu
Birth control advocates have orpresident of the auxiliary, an&Ford, Mr. and Mrs. Charles
ganized a private campaign to
Mrs. Leland Atkins, chairman Bonhart, and James King.
encourage
aiss
foreign nations to accommittee
to
,
scholarshi
p
of the
Others were Mrs. Maurice
cept population control in acMrs. Arlene Norton, Education Fowler, Mrs, Thelma Greene,
to
444;,,iawiiii:
.440tativiamissuiwt, cordance with a suggestion by
Diettor of Nurses at the Mr. and Mrs. William Scott,
President Eisenhower.
ech‘pl.
Mrs. Lytia McKinney, Mrs. WU- COGER - RAGLAND WED- Detroit, Sun., March
13. Rev. Greenie Walls, Bill Ware and
During a weekend conference
Cathryn Coger Ragland, SoThis dedicated group of phy- lie L. Bills, Herbert Love, Miss DING — Friends and relatives B. T. Dumas, pastor of New
MRS. ANNIE B. FINLEY of
Leroy Coger. Front row, left phia E.
Coger, Floydie Mae the founders of the "World Pop- 775 Alma st,, have announced
siclans' and dentists' wives has Barnette Smith, Mr. and Mrs. of the James E. Coger fami- Philadelphia Baptist church,
ulation
Emergenc
to
Campaign
y
right,
"
Vertis
Bold,
Lus
enWilliams, Mildred Jean Walkset their sights on providing two Steve Smith, Mrs. Lena Rid- ly attended the lovely wed- officiated. Back row, left to
set a goal of $1,200,000 to be the engagement of her daughia Hunt, Rev. Dumas, bride- er and
Little Sue Walker.
full scholarships next year for ley, Mrs. Irma L. Ivy, Miss dinf of their daughter, Cath- right, John Selmon, James
collected in the U.S. this year ter, Miss Wilhelmina B. Fingroom Willie Ragland, Bride (Photo by
girls who need financial assist- Jim Ella Cotton, Mr. and Mrs. ryn to Willie J. Ragland of Coger, jr., John W. Coger,
Withers)
for birth control aid to foreign ley to Shadrick C. Blair. The
ance in preparing for the nurs- John Cox, Mrs. Robbie Jones
bride is a graduate of Manascountries.
ing profession. At their next an- ,Miss Rivers King, Mr. and Mrs.
The campaign organizers de- sas high school and the Bobo
nual affair, pinochle and whist'George Scott, Arthur Ivy, Mrs.
in the Semper Fidelis Council cided that $1,000,000 annually School of Cosmetology. Mr.
will be included in the games of M. S. Draper, Mr. and Mrs.
who brought gorgeous gifts. Fol. thereafter would be required to Blair is a graduate of Burt
the tournament. Proceeds from John Lacey, Mrs. Nancy Free-,
loysing on Saturday night the educate Americans about the high school of Nashville, Tenn.
the 1960 bridge tournament were man, Mrs. D. S. Cunningham,
Y
Y. W. A. members of Berean "International need" of birth and attended Tennessee A&I
increased by Dr. Julian W. Kel- Mrs. Blanche Pulliam and Mrs.
Baptist church honored her with control and to assist foreign na- State university; he has served
so and Bishop J. 0. Patterson, Betty Mitchell.
tons in planned parenthood.
a kitchen shower.
four years with the U. S. Air
41.
who contributed 120 each, and Still others enjoying the afMiss Savage is very well The two-day conference was Force and completed one year
tw, liberal donations from Dr. fair: Harrison Alston, Miss
thought of in Jackson, having attended by some 100 world of photography at the UniverArthur E. Horne, Dr. Leland Fairy Peyton, Mr. and Mrs. Cotsbeen meoisrte
iavse iwnerllelaigsioauns nannt.
d,wide leaders in government, sity of East Philippine Island,
Atkins and Dr. G. W. Stanley nell Wolfe, Mrs. Marcelene Tursocial circles
busine:3 and science.
and will return to Tennessee
Ish, jr.
iner, Jack Fondren, Joe Rodgers,
standing teacher, receiving the
university this summer. The
1
The annual affair had the sup. Melvin Purdy, Mr. and Mrsj
honor of Teacher of the Year is a junior.
wedding is planned for June
Sunday,
March
13,
was
A
full
from that of a main speaker to', in 1958. Watch the paper for
port of every member of the Clark, sr., William Elem.!
19.
taken
will
be
senior
play
The
day;
especially
for those on the a panel
oftinization whose untiring ef- ing, Mr. and Mrs. George'
discussion. The theme wedding details.
to Lane college as a one-act
Lane Campus territory. The an- was
forts have made possible thisClark, jr., Charles Jones, Miss
discussed by Division The Stewart apartment in play entry in the syposium.
"SPECIAL SALE"
nual
Woman's
Day was cele- Heads Dr.
sinsificant contribution to the Dorothy Daniels, Mrs. Polly
G. P. Bigger, Hu- Hamblett Hall on the campus Our hats are off to Merry
brated
at
St.
Paul
CME
church
community. The members are . Carradine, Mrs. Vernita Edmanities; H. Stone, Natural of Lane college was the setting ' High school,
V. J. Gilmore and
which is the campus church.
and Physical Sciences;
Mrs. J. H. Seward, Mrs. Ae.lwards and R. Porter.
Dr. S. for a delightful affair when Mrs. the boys basketball team, who • Aluminum Awnings
The
theme
for
the
day
was
Flowers, general chair- LINKS' COLLEGE NIGHT
the?
Kung, Social Science and J.
Preston Stewart, jr., entertained placed third in the State Tourna• Aluminum Carports
•
A.
"Christian Women in Action"
risen; Mrs. N. M. Watson, , "What Parents Can Do to MOCooke, Education, T. H. Thack- with a luncheon-bridge.
ment,
held
last
week
end.
They
and women took over the whole
141. Effie Flagg, Mrs. W. Astivate, Challenge, Inspire and WEDDING PLANS — Mr. and
Her very efficient husband lost to Pearl high who placed
er, Registrar and chairman
of
3580 Jackson
Bisson, Mrs, G. W. Stanley Ish,Eneourage their Chi:dren for Mrs. Hosea Montgomery, sr. day.
GL 8-0642
served the guests who were first, and defeate Austin.
t h e Administrative
Council,
At the 11 o'clock service Mrs. served
seated at very attractively deIters. Thomas Watkins, Mrs. W. College," was the intriguing of 1381 Ethelyn have announced
as moderator.
Mrs. Jewel theme of The Memphis Chap- that their daughter, Miss Cyn- Joseph A. Johnson of Nashville, Mrs.
corated tables. Guest listees at0' Speight, jr.,
E. M. Perry, who had
I3 awner, Mrs. C. M. Roulhac, ter of Links, Inc., community thia Montgomery, will be mar- Tenn., delivered the message. recently
tending were Dr. Carrie Bigger,
returned from the anMrs. V. F. Walker, Mrs. Hazel
s. W. A. Westbrook, Mrs. W. project, at their College Night ried to Alfred Harris, son of She chose as her subject "Two nual United
Negro
College Fund Wright,
Os Speight, sr., Mrs. M. L Ad- For Parents, which was held Mr. and Mrs. LaFerne Harris, Women from Bethany." Mrs. meeting in
Mrs. Frances WashingDetroit, Mich., gave ton,
ails, Mrs Arthur E. Horne, Friday night, March 18, at 8 Sr. of 833 Boslon. The wedding Johnson at one time lived in a report
Mrs. B. C. Lucas, W. Jones
Memphis' First Complete Music Studio Of Its kind.
on
the
Opportunities of n yo
Jackson and taught on the cam
Mts. L. A. Johnson and Mrs. P. m. at Pentecostal Temple. will be held at Lane
tour msrcsribH
e.. Lo
virvieglnyt,pri
mzress
Avenue pus in field of Elementary Edu- the UNCF in e Next Decade.
Memphis' First Complete Musical Studio For Negroes.
Liland Atkins and Mrs. James Of interest to every parent who Baptist Church, with
the Rev. cation. She was introduced by Local Alumni president, Mrs. went
S.4 Byes, president.
Walker and Mr. Jones.
has a child who will be of co-- J. W. Williams officiating
E.
B.
.
White, presented more
Mrs. Sidney Perry, co-chairman
Piano--Accordion—Organ—Voice—Group Singing
lege age within the next six
WITH OUR CLUBS
then $1,000 to the college from STUDENTS HONORED
of
day.
the
Mrs.
W.
Bell
R.
was
The Seniors walked away with
Years,
the program answered
Mrs. Meryl B. Glover chose
the
alumni
and it was reported the
While here, Mrs. Lewis, sr., guest on the program from
honors after the annual
ny's Inn for the recent meet- such questions as: "How Can was
, by Mrs. G. V. Adams,
Jack Marshall, pianist for the Blackwood Brothers
given a surprise party by Berean Baptist church.
treasur- Night of Plays presentation
Your
Bridge
Three
C's
Son or Daughter Make her
ing of the
at
er
of
the
college,
sons
and
that
daughtersover%
in-law,
The financial report was conMerry High school last Tues- Quartet for the past nine years, is now devoting his
cipb, donning a striking black Plans for College Today? . . at
the home of Mr. and Mrs.1 ducted by Mrs. John Davis, co- $4,000 had been turned in with day night.
One-act plays were full time
sheath sparked with chalk "How can college costs be met?
the
Los
Angeles
to teaching music. Come in for a FREE trial
Mose Lewis, jr., 2022 Hubert chairman, and the amount reAlumni reach-i presented by
freshmen, sophwiite jewelry. With Mrs. La- and. How you can best help
ing
the
$1,000
mark.
lave.,
The
which
money
besides
being a ported was over $1,000. The
e Acey, president. steering your child get ready for colwill be matched by the Danforth timores, juniors and seniors till- lesson and a personal talent appraisal by Mr. Marshall.
lwarm affair, was a happy fami- afternoon services featured the
t e business session plans were lege?"
Foundation for Endowment. der the direction of Mrs. F. M.
For more information Call: GL.2 .0117.
special choir with guests apJohnson, Dramatics Club Adviscdmpleted for a "Jewel Ball, "a Reverend B F. Hooks. y reunion.
SOCIALLY
Robinson,
pearing.
Mrs.
Mrs.
A.
or,
Eula Perry, a senior, was
fatmal to be held on Friday, inspirational speaker. A.
Of social interest at this point
PIANOS & ORGANS
L. Parker and Mrs. 0. Curry
cited as best actress with Pau- JACK MARSHALL
Wife
Atril 29, at Curries. Elabor- C. Williams, Mrs. Rose' Branch,
is
the
wedding date of Miss Lur- tette Rollins cited
1098
Thomas
GL, 2-0117
Macedonia
Baptist,
Mrs.
0.
of
for best char
ate_ plans are being made for of Tougaloo College, and Mrs.
line Savage which will have
Liberty
CME,
Cole
C.
of
Mrs.
acter
portrayal.
The
best
actor
this gala event.
Vasco Smith, in addition to guidEveryone would lik• to know if Ids child is talented. If you are
J. D. Donnell, Lane Tabernacle been at this writing. A person- was named as Jimmy Stewart
Prizes were won by Mrs. Mat- ance counselors of our local high
interested
in a free talent appraisal call JAckson 3-1757, if no
al
shower
in
her
honor
was
Berean.
Thomas
held and Michael Merry was namedU
of
and Mrs. L.
tie H. Hunt, who snared a smart schools, were the consultants
GLendale 2-0117. TALENT APPRAISAL BY APPOINTcall
answer
on
last
Friday night. Serving as most outstanding actor.
FOUNDER HONORED
All I
natural straw handbag . . • this program.
ONLY.
MENT
hostesses
...
were
her
co
-members
are seniors except Merry who
Jackson is always proud to
Mrs. Ann H. Weathers who re- Mrs. Alma Booth was the
founder
one
honor
of
the
the
of
cocktail'
ceived black and gold
chairman of this program of
nation's outstanding private ingIffses . . . and Miss Martha guidance for parents, and Mrs.
stitutions. At 6:30 p. m. in the
*Jerson who received a mul- Addle Jones, co-chairman.
Lane college chapel, Bishop Istigstiored pastel straw handbag. CHIT CHAT
A
AllSO present were Mesdames
/ sac Lne, founder of Lane colVisiting in Memphis on the
Psftfline Bowden and Mrs. Ann sad occasion of the passing of
With all the different washing in- lege was honored with a proMr Weathers who was present- her mother was Mrs. Benjamin structions for new fabrics nowa- gram on last Sunday. The obed a love:y wedding gift. Miss- F. Holcomb, the former Miss days, it's a good idea to keep a servance this year, centered
ing ,Fere Mesdames Helen Saw. Evelyn Horne, who lives in cardboard box for the various In- around the theme "Opportuni'Inaction tickets; label each with a ties at Lane Durning the Next
yer and Helen Tarpley. The Philadelphia, Pa.
ekscription of the garment.
IDecade," changed its scope
menu featured cornish hens.
Atty. Wiley Brandon of Pine
SIXTEEN EBONETTES
Bluff, Ark., will be the dynamic
The Sixteen Ebonettes club speaker at Metropolitan Baptist
met with their president, Mrs. church, Sunday afternoon, Mar.
Erankie Gregory to plan for 20, to climax Metropolitan's
their cocktail party which will Youth Activities Week.
The
be Oeld at 110; Tully, Apt. 78. public is also invited to aton Sunday, March 27, from 6 tend the reception honoring the
to 13 p. m.
speaker on Saturday night at
HE LTH CLUB
the home of Rev. and Mrs.
Tle home of Mrs. Flora Coch- S. A. Owen, pastor of the
rani was the scene of the Annie church, Saturday night at 8
L. grown Health club's regular p. r,se
me4ting and fellowship dinner Mrs. Arnetta Wallace, former
recently. Visitors attending were,supreme basileus of Alpha KapRev. Paul Fowlks, pastor of pa Alpha sorority, and dynamic
Greenwood CME church. Mrs• figure
in national women's
Mary Sims, Mrs. Francis Laws, groups, and wife of Rev. Rob
Mrs .Ida Lenoir, Mrs. Daisy ert Wallace, public relations di,
Norman, Mrs. Ella Falls, Mrs. rector of he National Baptist
Dorpthy Graham, Mrs. Alma Convention was the Women's
Holt, Mrs. Clara Smith, Edd Day Speaker at St. John Bap
Pot, Thomas Bradley.
tist church. Sunday afternoon
ltrs. Inez Glenn presented the on March 20.
proiram which included a vocal Dr. T. H. Watkins went to
(Available in Tennessee, Georgia and Florida)
by ; the hostess' daughter,lBaltimore, Md., to attend the
chatming Joyce Cochrane . . -funeral of his sister, Mrs. Maand instrumental solos by Toni mie Porter, who passed recentBenson and Miss Joyce Glenn. ly. He spent a week in the East,
an address by Rev, and visited his son, Thomas
After
Now you can have the longer looking, straight hair
Fowlks. Mrs. Glenn showed slide Watkins in Washington, D. C.,
you've admired. The easy, Silky Strata home method
films, which all added Up to a where he has recently been
gives you professional-type results, leaves your hair
very enjoyable and interesting made a captain in the U. S.
easy to manage, ready to style as you desire. Your
afternoon of cultural pursuits. Army reserves.
hair stays straight longer, won't go bark even in hottest,
A turkey dinner was served dur-1 Mr. and Mrs. Robert Lewis
Styled to the modern taste, and small to save you
humid weather. Easy-to-follow directions, money-back
ing ,the meeting.
lift the receiver, lights up brightly to make dialing
of Salt Lake City, Utah were ,
space—that's the charming, colorful Princess phone.
guarantee in every package.
OPEN HOUSE
the recent houseguesta of Mr.
easy. The Princess phone cornea in your choice of
This new extension goes anywhere in your home,
Mt .and Mrs. W. B. Etelle,Lewis' parents, Mr. and Mrs.'1
five attractive decorator colors—white, beige, pink,
GENTLE strength for women rind
entckrained with an open bouse,Mose Lewis, sr., and his broth-:
and
goes beautifully. 'The dial glows softly in the
children's longer, finer hair.
blue and turquoise. Just call our busineas office, or
party at their charming new er ;air family, Mr. and Mrs.'
dark so you can find it quickly and then, when you
REGULAR strength for men's shortask
any installer-repairman.
home, 4907 Peace Road in Lake- r alos* Lewis, jr.
er, COartier hair.
vie* Gardens on March 6. They were also the dinner
BIG TWO OUNCE JAR
$11125
Their dream home features cons guests of Mr and Mrs. E. A.
*Oh Pleut,thier
Couriototo Hon,* Kit Si 911
temporary furnishing. T h e 1 Withers, and visited Mr. and ,
plot red Ii,
gleaming floors covered with *lairs. Earskin Grant, Prof. J.,
AT ALL COSMETIC COUNTERS
The Pnncess phone with dial and night lights built in costs only pennies day after a one-time
gum white rug, a white livingi H. Mosely end Mrs. Mosely.
a
charge. Your choice Of fiee Wog&
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Alas! My child, where is the
Pen
That can do justice to the

Hen?

Like Royalty she goes her way
Laying foundation every day.
Though not for Public Building
yet —
For custard, cake, and
REBECCA DAVIS
omelette.
No wonder, child, we prize
Hello perusen:
I field, Carolyn Dukes and Mat- the hen
Here are your reporters againIthew Burkins, Charlene Taylor Whose egg is mightier than
the pen.
straight from "East Memphis" and Joe McKinney.
— Oliver Herpid
to bui:d you up with the latest BASKETBALL
March is National Egg Month.
going on's around our way.
The Patterson "Panthers"
The USDA tells us the large
FUN, FUN, FUN
took second place in the basketeggs are best value. Large eggs
Recently an entertaining event ball tournament recently held
was given at the way-out pad in Porter's gym. Their star are also best for making the
of Rebecca Davis. Everyone player of the year, as well as plump, golden omelets that the
was seen having a jazzy time their star player at the tourna- hostess will want to serve often
as a Lenten main dish.
and now everyone is wondering ment was John W. Coger.
Making an omelet isn't diffiwhy a certain party kept play- The trophy was presented to
tag the record we all know so.the "Panthers" by the princi- cult but it does require some
practice, for to be successful,
well as "Oh, I Apologize."
'pal of Lincoln. The team is an omelet must be mellow in
Some seen making the best l coached by Mack Devlin.
side, of an oval shape, pointed
af things were Fannie Gaines,;SPOTLIGHT
at both ends, plump and golden
Vicky Mitchell, Doris Macklin,' We proudly bring to the spotcolor all over. Here is a methJohn Garrett, Ella Ruth Patrichdlight this week none other than
od that is practiced by most
Robert Wa:15 and a flop of oth-:Ernest Walls. He is the oldest good cooks:
•
era,
.of the four sons of Mr. and Break the eggs into a bowl
CURRENT COUPLES
!Mrs. Jessie Walls, jr., of 4944 and beat thoroughly — the more
Rebecca Davis and Richard Black rd.
beating, the lighter the omelet
Jamerson, Joyce Harris and
Eernest, a member of the Mt. — Then season to taste with
Robert Shaw, John Garrett and Vernon Baptist church,
is a Mel salt and white pepper. Place a
Juanita ?, Ralph Williams and rose grad. He is now
a sopho- light frying pan (not a skillet)
Evaline Baker, Leroy Davis andl more at Lincoln university,
ma- containing one scant tablespoon
Carolyn Davis, Willie Mae, joring in science.
He plans to of butter on a hot fire and :et
Kerney and Roberta Walls, Fan become an engineer. His
hobby it -become well heated, but not
nie Gaines and Roy Bonner, is photography.
brown; pour t h e eggs all at
THEATRE PARTI' — was a defy students of the eight
Idable Young and Milton Burchservance of the Sorority. Also pictured are members of ton, and the Week's chaironce into it and with a fork
CHIT CHAT
"Fine' Womanhood W e e k" high schools were treated to
March 6-13. This was one of Alpha Eta feta chapter. inman, Mrs. Earline M. Somer.
Say Ruth, what's so interest- quickly and gently press the
activity of Zeta Phi Beta So- a showing of "Porgy and
seseral activities in keeping cluding the basileus, Mrs. Loing at EX 5-5311 . . . Louise, edges back toward the center
rority. Forty top Honor So- Bess" at the New Daisy The- with
t h e week's theme of retta II. Kate(); the Party I
something like a little messen- as soon as they just begin to
ater during the annual oh service to children and youth. chairman.
Miss Erma Clanger tells us that you ought to thicken. The soft part will run
watch your stand because we immediately to fill the space
know a certain freshman who thus left vacant. Repeat until
builders put up varying numbers
would like taking your place, the eggs do not run easily.
• of houses.
People of Tenn., Miss., & Ark.
say for instance with Charles
Bring the contents of the pan
"Conventional
mortgaging
Freeman.
to the side nearest you. Then
dominated the financing pic- YOU ARE NEVER HELPED
UNLESS YOU TRY.
Boys are you blind? . . . let slide toward the other side,
ture," Rogg said, "with only
Open your eyes and dig Joyce and have a hot oval platter
15 per cent dealing only in
government-backed loans, two
Harris . . . Oh Gloria, which ready to receive the unctuous
out of five were exclusively 1 to 3 day Special
is it, Charles, Fred, or Finnie? preparation. After a little prac- The following Ohio university
BlessingsFHA. Only 1 per cent of all
. . . Perhaps all of us should tice you'll be an expert. The students from the Chicago area
Available Start '60 Right!
main
point
to
success
is
to
the
operwere
builders surveyed used GI
recently named to the
get a load of Fannie NicholFor information Write to:
By EDWARD COWAN
ate rapidly, so we advise you Dean's List for work completed
Mortgage money — builders loans exclusively.
son and Robert Calloway.
to try first with two eggs: the durine the first semester
generally
say they can't get Forty per cent of the builders
Well pardon us, we apologize
.
—
---,
fewer the eggs the easier they Students must
attain at least Profile of a home builder: 41 enough — and high construction went to savings and loans as.. • In the meantime, farewell,
e 3.3 or B plus average to earn years old, in business 11 years, costs ranked next. Next were sociations for most of their con- P.O. Box 1922, Cleveland 6, Ohio
bye bye and all that kind of are to handle.
merchandising, community fa- struction money and commerWhen making a composite om- this honor.
SW 1-9600
stuff.
built 20 houses last year, used
elet, one with an inside filling, College of Fine Arts: John government-backed home loans cilities, FHA and VA value- dal banks ran a close second,
have the ingredients all prepar- Arthur Kinchelow, Arlington in 40 per cent of his sales. tions, restrictive b u ii d I n g ---- —
codes, restrictive labor praced before starting the omelet, Heights.
So reports the National AssoI tices.
and when the eggs are begin- All freshmen
elation
of
Home
Builders
from
are enrolled in
jag to set and do not run easily, University
1959
v
of 7,000 of its The survey showed one buildtollege and .lust
l er in six does his major buildplace the filling in the center have at
16,000
builder
members,
least a 30 or B average
ling in the $13,500 and under
and fold one side over carefully to be named to the Dean's List.1 Some of the facts about
buildMillions of women wouldn't
price range; 45.2 per cent build
so as to form a pouch, let slide Second year students in Univer. ers the survey turned up:
dream of using home•stylel
for the $13,500 to $20,000 market:
toward the edge.
' sity College must have a 3.3. The typical builder is 41
and the remaining 38.2 per cent
douches! They know that
Most omelets that are served Universityy College:
Elizabeth Years old and 40 per cent of
as a luncheon or supper main Kay Lewke, La Grange; Geor. his colleagues are between 30 build houses to sell at $20,000
'Lysol" is so much surer!
and over.
dish are filled. And here we giana Luecker, Wilmette;
Joan and 40: Another 34 per cent
Rogg noted that although this
Because "Lysol" kills germs on
give you some suggestions that R. Saks, Chicago.
are between 40 and 50. (By
are sure to please. Chose the
contact — the very germs that
"typical" the survey means suggests that the typical buildone you like best or try them
"median": half the builders are er puts up an 618,000 house
cause odor!
Painter Dies In Fla.
all.
older than 41, half younger.) the typical house is something
else. According to a separate,
SARASOTA. Fla. — (UPI) —
We start with an omelet that
Because "Lysol" keeps you
One builder in eight has been April, 1959
LOOK 10 YEARS
is fit for a king. This renown- Wells Sawyer, 97, one of the in the business for less than or midrangesurvey, the typical
sure of yourself—sure you're
house sold for
YOUNGER
ed dish, Asparagus Tip Omelet, natoin's oldest active painters, five years.
$13,900.
sweet and nice inside!
EGYPTIAN POMADE
was created by Louis XV, of died here Monday of heart diWhat is a builder's toughest,MOTIVAT
ING DIFFERENCE
Available land at Reason for
sease. Sawyer had been an ear- problem?
Try "Lysol" brand disinfectant. SAY GOOD BYE to gray France.
the difference behair, with now fragrant
ly contributor to midwestern reasonable price" had no close tween typical builder and
Asparagus tip omelet —
typiit's mild. Won't hurt you!
contenders
pomade with lanolin. Apply
Chief
,
EconNAHB
magazines.
newspaper
s and
Blanch asparagus tips first.
cal house is that different
simply as you would your Add a tender diced artichoke
omist Nathaniel Rogg reportFree booklet on regular hair dressing. Gray heart and saute both tender- crab meat — creamed or heated ed. Forty-five per cent of the
builders tabbed it as their most
douching. Write to hairs disappear gradual. ly in butter but do not brown.
a few minutes in butter.
troublesom
"Lysol," Bloomfield, Leaves hair beautifully soft
e headache and 79
Cottage cheese omelet —
These are just a few sugges- per cent said it was a probNew Jersey, Dept. and lustrous. Will not streak
Mix seive cottage cheese with
tions for composite omelets. lem.
D259.
or rub off.
chopped green pepper, parsley,
Leftover vegetables and meats,
SPECIAL OFFER
onion and chives.
if yours isn't a Lenten dish,
Return this Ad with $2.00
Avacado omelet —
for full results jar.
Cube avocados and place on make excellent fillings for this
The way to get ahead is
*RAMO DISINOICIANT
EQYPTIAN PRODUCTS one side of the omelet just be- protein rich dish.
to start now. If you start
„I L.A. & Pink Probes
A "Guide to Good Eating" is
fore folding.
now, you will know a lot
8163 N.E. 2nd Ave.
Fish — cooked and flaked. a ,service provided to readers
next year that you don't
Mimi 38, Florida
Creamed lobster, shrimp, or of the Tri State Defender thru know now and that you
would not have known next
the cooperation of the Memphis
year It you had waited..
Dairy Council. Mrs. Williams is
—(William Feather)
a teacher of Home Economics
• WINNER OF THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF HOME BUILDERS at Manassas High school.
1959 MERIT AWARD FOR COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT.
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BE SURE!

4 On Ohio U.
Dean's List

!AWAKE!

'59 Survey Lists
Facts on Homes

BLESSINGS
JOHN STARR

PER YEAR IN EARNINGS

Negro Men and Women

A PRESTIGE JOB

Apply in person only, application Time:
9 A,M, - 11 A.M,- 2 P.M.- 4 P.M.- 6 P.M.

Words of the Wise

LIA
BIL
ITY
INS
URA
NCE
O AVAILABL
E FOR EVERY DRIVER

Small Down Payment And Arrange Low Payments On Balance

•

ENGELBERG INSURANCE AGENCY
888 POPLAR AVE. — JA. 6-0652

LAKEVIEW
GARDENS

Mde-Pite
.5282

•
•
•
•
•
•

3 Bedrooms
2 Baths
Carport
Concrete Drive
Storage
Aluminum
Windows
• Separate
Dining Area
• Select Oak
Floors
Central Heating
• Dishwasher Disposal

AWNINGS

MAk

IFAISOMI

317 Beale Avenue

ALUMINUM PATIOS

ON ROAD

WINDOWS
•
DOORS
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE
•

AND

CARPORTS
the HILLTOP
$12,800
only $400 down

ANY SIZE TO A
GIANT
8x20 FT.

ALUMINUM
SCREEN and STORM
WINDOWS and
I DOOR

Plus Closing
I

WE'LL TAKE YOUR TRADE-IN

FREE MEMBERSHIP IN LAKEVIEW COUNTRY CLUB
TO THE FAMILIES BUYING THIS HOME!
Directions: Drive south on Highway 61 to Horn Lake
Road, south on Horn Lake Rd., to one block south of
Geeter School,

ANY SIZI
VP TO A
OIANT 121
1->

.........
1
MADE-RITE PRODUCTS
4252 MACON ROAD
MEMPHIS, TENN.
i

P. 0. BOX 5313 • MEMPHIS •
EX 7-9343

CALL
NOW

CALL ANY DAY OR HOUR
7 DAYS A WEEK

BR 6-4426

—1

1 Gentlemen:
I
0 CARPORT.0
•
Please have your representative call at my home I
I so that I might examine your product
II
I understand that I am under no obligationmyself.
.
I
Name..

CALL
NOW

I

I Address
("one

City
......Best Time to Call
.111.111

8 feet x 20 feet
INCLUDING
• Installation
• Supports
• Posts

IMO

=IV
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BOWLING...Fun For Everyone
Jones Cracks Record
Nips Calhoun
In 5.9Seconds
By JOE DURBIN

CLEVELAND, Ohio — (UPI)
— Hayes Jones of Eastern
Michigan clipped a tenth of a
second off the world record for
the 50-yard high hurdles as one
world and four meet records
fell at the Knights of Columbus
Track Meet.
Jones, a 21-year-old senior
who tied the world record for
44.
the 60-yard high hurdles at the
Chicago Relays a week ago,
turned in a 5.9 second performtrophy won in the CBS McDonald, third place win. ance in the 50-yard in a duel
COMING BACK to try their (left to right); Nita Dicker- event
'
winner; play; Edgar Brinson, last ner in '59 scratch Diamond with Lee Calhoun.
luck in the Chicago Daily De- son, all-events CBS
Singles.
The victory moved Jones into
in
winner
handicap
fender Diamond Singles are Thomas 'Foots' Washington, year's
contention
as America's top
Clinton
and
singles;
Diamond
allmen'i
his
with
shown
prospect for the Summer Olympic Games.
Harrison Dillard, two-time
Olympic sold medal winner
and holder of the old record
of seconds in the hurdles,
congratulated Jones after the
crowd of 9,000 responded with
a standing ovation.
HAYES JONES (left) Eastern yard high hurdles and break. Gary, Ind., came in a close
It was the seventh consecuMichigan U. goes over the ing the World's Indoor record second. Action took place at
tive time that Jones had felast hurdle and on to win 50- with time of 5.9 seconds. Lee arena in Cleveland. UPI Telefeated Calhoun, the 1956 Olymthe pic
Calhoun (right) unattached, photo
Caucausian" clause of the could spend a portion of
winner, on the boards this
By EDGAR L. CHEATHAM came about 1909 with men like
the game at winter.
enjoying
week
Congress.
Bowling
American
Oscar "Mutt" Harrison (de-lanes. The op- The meet
records were set
Historians have traced bowl- ceased) and William Cheatham. The N. N. B. A. then changed home or on the
gave our by Bob
houses
new
Brown of Penn State
ing back some 7,000 years, mak- This led to the forming of it's name to the National ening of
The
advantages.
in the 50-yard dash, Don Bragg
ing it almost 6,000 years older leagues like the one of old St. Bowling Association and in- bowlers some
A. houses in the
than any other sport. There are Elizabeth. With this came the corporated in the state of Il- entrance into B. P.
pole vault, Yale univerbetter
our
sity in the two-mile relay, and
years that cannot be account- "Weaker sex" to the game. linois as a non-profit organize- offered a chance for
its bowlers to enter the top echleon Central
ed for in tracing bowling as a The ensuing years saw Pict ation. T. N. B. A. had
Michigan in the mileresults
the
of bowling competition. The go- relay.
as
downs
and
ups
bowling
modern
sport but
Marshall, Bob Robertson, Harrough and only a few
started as a religious ceremony. old DuFauchard, Obra Hous- of the integration but has ing was
Brown edged Ed Miles of InBy ED FITE
sweep.
made the grade.
Morrow, who won the 100 and Rome this summer was conThis was the rolling of one ball ton, Cliff Lawrence and a num- started an upward
diana
to set a mark of 5.2 secat
lanes
the
tried
best
Our
meters and ran the anchor cerned.
200
in
Negro
at a pole.The pole represented ber of others take up the sport. The history of the
onds — lowering by a tenth of FORT WORTH, Tex.—(UPI)
Faetz-Niesen for the big money.
lap on the winning United
But, along came a gent
—Bobby
Morrow,
the
Texas
torevil and the hitting of the pole It also introduced a new ele- bowling would not be complete
a second the old meet record
Rhodman,
Kilgore,
Bill
Maurice
States
1500
meters
relay
fournamed
Richard W. Woods,
Theodore
nado who roared to Olympic
symbolized a clean and relig- ment to the game for us, the without the names of
Williams and J. Wilbert set by Ira Murchison and shar- triumphs as the world's fastest some at Melbourne in 1956, ran who has changed that picture
ious life led by the thrower. sponsor. One of the outstanding and Poindexter Orr who all had Lank
the most. Of the ed by Walter .Tohnson of Ober- human four years ago, is on into muscle trouble early last considerably. Woods, w b o
A miss led one to assume the sponsors in the earlier daysl an important part in the Chi- Sims to name
Kilgore
and Sims went lin college and Bobby Mitchell the prowl again.
group
season and for the first time in went to ACC — where Bobby
N.
thrower was unfaithful.
was "Bill" Sewell. But we can t cago Bowling Senate (local
Bowl- of Illinois.
Profession
on to join the
his meteoric career found out stays in training under his
the
in
and
organization)
And,
if
the
first
sightings
on
After the game of nine pins forget Brownie Cain, Joseph B, A.
Bragg, former Villanova star
ers Association. Sims being the
the long-striding Texan are any how it felt to run back in the old coach, Oliver Jackson,
was introduced to the colonies Brice, James Knight and oth- bowling. Men like Isaac "Ike" more active of the two. Now now an army lieutenant,
set a indication,
although he has completed
Bobby's
blazing pack instead of in front.
around 1840, the wagering be- ers. Many of these names you Brown, Edward T. Rollins and others like Wilford Cave are meet record of 15 feet five
his eligibility — from New
Inchincluded
muscle
trouble
The
same
speed
may
enable
him
to
became so heavy on the out- will recognize as members of Earl Godon should be
es in the pole vault but
about to join.
failed come the first man to sweep bothered him early this year, Mexico State, is the school's
come of each game that nine the King Pin league (1939). Du:• for their part.
Sims made giant steps for in three tries at the 16 foot
both dashes in successive Olym- too, and it appeared the Abi- first full time trainer.
pin was outlawed. This happen- ing this time the ladies were Going back to pick Up some himself and the Negro keg- mark.
But, he apparently had the
lene Christian College prod.
piads.
formpart
and
act
were
into
the
getting
ed around 1855 (in the time
of the women who
Bragg sat out the trials unler in competing in the World
answer
for Morrow's muscle
trip
to
a
as
picture
as
far
the
of the legendary figure "Rip Mg leagues.
of bowling in its formative Invitational matches and the til the bar was set at 14 feet uct might have faded from
malfunfctions. The damaged
Van'Winkle"). Some one chang- The managers and owners of stages one can remember the B. P. A. All-Star classic. The four inches which he
muscle was shorter than its
ed the set up from a diamond lanes were Joe Brice, Rudolph Bethel AME church team. They rest of his accomplishments easily. He then cleared cleared
counterpart in the other leg.
15 feet
to a triangle and added one Doyle, Arthur Singleton, Ernie were 011ie Stevens, Willa Wil- are part of bowling history. for the 100th time
in his caWoods tried electro-theraphy.
more pin thus the kegling of Brundly and others. Working hams, Estelle Hall, Etta Ma- 1Vinning the United Recrea- reer, eliminating all
except
In two weeks, Morrow's hefttoday.
in some of the early houses open rie Peppers, Lillian Cheatham tion — B. B. C. twice, the Mel Schwartz of the U. S.
stride returned to the
tant
acThere have been times when to Negro bowlers on the south- Pearl Range (who is still
Illinois state title, doubles N. Marine Corps.
cadence of old and
rhythnic
the players had as few as side were Charlie Parks, Billy tive in the sport) can tell you B. A. and Illinois (with WllSchwartz missed all three athe's started the competition
three and as high as a seven- Hampton, 0. H. Harrison and of one of the first inter-racial Dams) and other titles.
tempts at the 15 foot mark and
down the, trial that he hopes
teen pin to clobber in the var others. Ray Miller also tried matches held at the St. Eliza- With many of our top bowlers Bragg missed once before
sailleads to Rome.
bus versions of bowling. Some at 63rd and Cottage.
Then
betli with Joe Wilman.
now qualified instructors, our ing over to top the meet record
He's only been out once, but
of the names applied to the
The first step toward a boom Rachael R. Ridley who cam% present crop of stars and the held by Bob Gutowski. Gutowit was an impressive start.
sport are skittles, half-bowl In the sepia bowling spot- along later but played a very young stars moving up from ski was to have
appeared in
At the Southwestern recreaand lawn bowling. Of course light started during the war important part in the kegling. A. J. B. C.
you can be sure the meet but canceled out.
meet here Morrow churned
tion
we all have heard the sport with many seeking a new reAmong the Windy City's la- that Chicago will have an im- The Yale university two-mile
out a 9.5-second century dash,
called by a few names that creation.lt spread until the
dies in bowling are Louise Mead, portant part in the future of relay team of William Legat,
then ripped off the furlong
can't be used in print.
fight of the growing Negro Georgia Jones, Rosa Mozioue, Negro bowling. Besides those Fdward Sowik. Jams Stack and
around a curve in 21.3 in beatIn the middle west our en- Notional Bowling Association
Th,,
mas Carroll won the event
CarJ1 Collins and Mae Gordon that wish to own lanes, bowl
ing
a couple of pretty fair extrance into the bowl-picture led to a break in the "nail- with Beverly Adams and a few professionally and
those that in 7:34.8 scratching the meet
collegiate sprinters — Jimmy
mark
of
7:44.5 set last year by
others bridge the gap between just wish to enjoy the sport,
Weaver of North Texas and
the old group and the new. there is a group that wishes to Penn State.
Bill Woodhouse of ACC.
Each one has a part in the become public relation experts Central Michigan's mile relay
Morrow appears about 10
team cracked the meet record
story on bowling. With the la- writers for the sport.
pounds overweight, but that
in 3:21.1, clipping six anti sixdies one avoids mentioning the
excess should melt away untenths off the mark held by
years, so this takes them from
der the heat of the strenuous
Baldwin - Wallace college.
then to now.
program he's mapped out for
George Kerr, co - holder of
between now and the
himself
One must acknowledge the
the world indoor 440-yard recleague as most of the other
Olympic
trials.
ord, staged a strong finish to
women groups are a product
"I felt good out there," Morwin the 600-yard dash in 11.8.
of that league. Toni Allison,
row said of his first start. "The
Kerr stayed in third until the
-'" By TOM MELODY
ed to tire, his short, point-pro- Macie Sloan, Marie Smith,
curve is usually the toughest
final 200 yards when he made
ducing jabs seldom missed.
Bertha Bradley and a score
strain
on any weak muscle --BOSTON — (UPI) — Tower- his winning move and nagged
CLEVELAND, Ohio — (UPI)
Both fighters were virtually more who competed favorably
and my leg didn't bother me a
John
Telford
of
the
Detroit
ing
Wilt
Chamberlain
of
— Veteran Ike Chestnut, who unmarked following the
the
fight, in this the sport of kings and Philadelphia
bit. I know I still have plenty
Warriors added Track Cloh and Roger Gum
scored a unanimous decision with the exception of a
slight commoners.
do, but now I've got coedto
another honor for his amazing 0! Kentucky.
over youthful Lebry "Honey gash inside Jeffrey's
With the advent of automat- freshmar year by being
nose.
ence
in myself again and feel
Telford
was
trailed
second,
namBoy" Jeffrey of Detroit, is lolkics and TV bowling more of ed the Most Valuable
ready to go through with
fit
and
The
crowd
of
3.224
gave
the
Player by Mike Rawson of England
ing forward to "plenty of acthe "tan one" took a hand to th the National Basketball and Dave Mills of Purdue.
it."
fighters
a
standing
ovation
tion" and a possiole crack at
the "lanes." The whole family
the featherweight championship. during the closing minute oil from six months to 60 years Association by the sports writ- Tom Murphy flashed a bril-. PHILADELPHIA'S WILT
1
liant kick in the final lap to Chamberlain comes down with
ers.
the
final
round.
Chestnut. 29. said he "ached
The 7 foot 2 Inch rookie drew beat Willie Atterberry of Mich- a rebound as he and Boston's
all over" in the seventh round
19 of 24 first place votes in iganState in the 1,000 yard run. Bill Russell (left) leap for the
of the nationally televised-bout,
the balloting. Boston's Bill The former Michigan star cov- ball. In foreground, trying to
when his younger opponent
R ssell was second with two ered the distance in 213.4. Er- pirate the ball from Chambercaught him with left hook to the
first
place votes and Bob Pe- nie Billups of Loyola finished lain, is Boston's K. C. Jones.
ni4dsection.
UPI Telephoto
tit of St Louis was third Bob third.
1iffrey followed with anothCousy of the Celtics won three
ef left hook, which put Chestfirst place votes while finishing
nth down for the mandatory
fourth in the balloting.
eight count. This marked the
Chs,mberlain garnered 255
only time either fighter was in
votes from the writers, easily
trouble.
topping Russell's 128 votes.
Chestnut, 130, piled up his
Petdt and Cony were the
winning margin by counter.
only other players with more
punching the flailine leads of
than 100 points. Pettit, last
the aggressive Jeffrey.
year's winner, received 124
CARACAS, Venezuela—(UPI) the jaw of the champion from
The bout .as
:y ached and C,ousy 116. Elgin Baylor — If you're a world champion, Springfield, Ohio, on his way to
stied to replace the Zara FolMinneapolis Leit- stay out of South America.
of the
a seventh round TKO.
ksy - Mike Dejohn heavyers finished fifth with 95 votes.
Moore went into the ring as a
weight scrap. D-`ohn s-'1 rThe balloting through the first Last December, welterweight strong favorite — even in Caed a knee injury hi workouts
king
Los
AnDon
of
Jordan
positions was identical with the
racas — and emerged with the
and the fight had to be canway the players voted last geles traveled to Buenos Aires worst licking of his career.
celed.
week. Three writers voted from for a non-title bout with FederJeffrey, 130, eit•-ri the short
Hernandez, who weighed 130
each NBA city. The choices ico Thompson of Argentina and
pounds
notice as one of the primary
to Moore's 127 1-4, scorthrough
here
were announced
suffered an upset, fourth-round
ed his first two knockdowns in
reasons for his loss.
Joe Looney of the Boston Her- kockout.
the third round. The second
"I'm still learning. I couldn't
ald, chairman of the U. S. BasNow featherweight champ time he hit the canvas, Davey
do my best on such short notice
ketball Writers Association's Davey Moore met a 21-year.
was saved by the bell.
but I'm not making excuses.
all-pr J committee.
old Venezuelan scrapper namChestnut's an awfully smart
The ‘youthful Venezuelan
Sixteen players received votes ed Carlos Hernandez in a
fighter." the Detroiter comill the balloting. A first-place son-title fight at Caracas and floored Moore twice more in
mented.
vote was worth 12 points, with absorbed the first knockout the fourth. then the referee
Eipth fighters said they had
stopped the bout after the
the other votes ranging down loss of his career.
no •. definite plans, although FEATHERWEIGHT Ike Chest- the feature fight of the even- :fro.ii 7 to 1. Only Pettit and
champion suffered his fifth
Chestnut was quick to add he nut (right) closes his eyes as ing after the cancellation of Baylor were named by all 24 Hernandez, unbeaten, floored ani sixth knockdowns in the
Moore six times and fractured fatal seventh.
hopes to get a shoto.st Davey he lands a right to the face the Mike DeJohn-Zora Folley writers
8'9" VS. 7'1 — Celtics' Bill hand shot, during,second quar- — It was only the sixth setback Russell (left) 0 feet 9 inches, ter action of Easter Finals
Moores featherweight crown.
of Leroy Jeffery in the first scrap. DeJohn was not perOne writer omitted ChamberChestnut won the nod with round of their 10 round bout mitted to fight because of an lain's name from his ballot, his first season of play, aver- in 46 pro fights for Moore and looks up at towering Warrior's Playoffs, Boston Garden. Celtflurries in the opening and clos- in Cleveland. The bout became Injury to his right knee. (UPI despite the fact that the Stilt aging nearly 40 points per game Hernandez's 14th triumph in 15 Wilt Chamberlain, making one ics won game, 111-105. (UPI
ing rounds. Although he appearTelephoto)
Telephoto)
cracked eight NBA records in and led the loop in rebouding. fights.
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School Notes

By
TOMMYE KAY HAYES

By
MARKHUM STANSBURY

INSTRUCTOR ILL
junior and Senior bands.
Look. . .
Pentecostal Temple, Friday,
Last Monday, March 14, was Advance admission for stuFalling, like petals from a rose,
'
March 25 at 8 p.m.
a blue Monday, if there has dents is $0.35. Adults' advance
Making its path across the
••••
SUPRISE FOR CLYDENE
ever been one. Our beloved NAT'admission is $0.50,
earth,
Last Wednesday evening at
WILLIAMS
was hospitalled FASHION-TALENT
1111111(11111111r
The snow, slowly, silently
The YWCA Clydene Peterson
with a gastro-intestinal hemor• Friday night the PTA and fac
dropping.
was honored with a surprise
tes mem
1111111111111111•111111
ulty members presented a fash• rhage.
•••
"Sweet Sixteen" birthday parEveryone around the campus ion-talent revue in the G. P. DOUGLASS Y-TEEN — The Twenty
mothers attended tween ages of 12-14 under the Teen adviser for several year
Snow, the beautiful white
ty. Clydene is a very popular
held their heads down-praying Hamilton auditorium. The show Douglass Junior Y•Teent club along with other guests. The leadership of Mrs. Mary Wilflakes that bring delight to the
An honorable welcome was
junior at Father Bertrand. The
and hoping that he would have was way-out. Mrs. Lottie Brooks honored their mothers recent. Y-Teen club is composed of 40 lis Robinson, a teacher at the
faces
of
children — the same party was
extended to all by the princigiven by her mothserved as chairman of the re- ly with a tea at the school, charming young ladies be- school. She has served as
a speedy recovery.
Y• pal of Douglas elementary, snow which causes misery and er, Mrs. Vera Peterson.
It was not until the latter part vue.
disaster
for
many;
and causes St. Patrick's Day was t
Miss Cornelia Sanders.
h
the weeek that most Wash- Joe Carr stole the show when
the usual postponement of sotheme for the decorations featpantomimed
gtonians breathed easier. It he
"Big Maycial events.
uring green and white carnawas then the report Came from Bell". Other teachers showing
The seniors of Father Bert- tions. There
were also green
E. H. Crump Memorial hospital their talents included Mrs.
rand provided the audience with finger
sandwiches.
Clydene
that Williams' condition was at Lottie Brooks, singing "Swinga captaivating evening with
Hello, this is Odis Nello bring- contest was held March 12, at
wore a black wool jersey
least FAIR.
ing on the Star"; Mrs. Alzora ing you a few lines
their
production of the play "No sheath with strips of beige and
recorded on Hamilton High. The winners
After receiving the FAIR re- Haste with a solo medley; Rev, this
More Homework." The setting brown woven
printed page consisting of have not been announced
into the belt comas of ,
port on his condi- P. E Brooks sang "Trees," nothing but recent
took place at the imaginary plemented by black kid pumps.
?,
events and now but will be. at a banquet,
tion it personal- and "St. Louis Blues."
Ames High school. Main char- Many friends and classmates
information for you and your later in the year. All high
ly, made me feel Other teachers on the proacters were portrayed by Ju- were on hand to help her enfellow comrades
schools had representatives.
lia London, Emma Burns, joy and remember this night.
NIPPY because gram were Mrs. C. L. Stevens CAREER DAY
GOING STEADY
he is one of 4 Mrs. C. R. Johnson, Walter
Warnsby Stigall. Betty Gillis MODEL TEENS
The Career Day Assembly This question was asked by
and Marilyn Harris.
persons — A. C. , Martin, E. L. Pender, Everett
Remember to get your bid ip
Program on March 18, was one your reporter of several stuWilliams• 0• 13• ThomPson • Johnnie Powell Mrs
Pantomines,
interpretive for a ticket to the Model Tee*
• of the most enjoyable assem- dents attending Hamilton: What SPOTLIGHT
Johnson, a n d Jeanette Carr, Mrs. Samelen blies we've witnessed.
spoke, he presented Prof. Con- dances and songs were the sec- Splash party to be held at LW
T h e r e do you think about going Today, I am
spotlighting a- ley with an award from the Na- ond half of the show. Due to the Moyne's -Bruce Hall Friday,
Mrs. Martha J. Wilson, Miss Pytee Bolden, W-i-1- , were consultants
from the vari• steady? After which I received very charming and
admirable tional Association of Christians weather, the second night of the April 1. All members have ticSteinberg — To ham Boone, Mrs. Harriett Pious fields of endeavor.
i these answers: Robert Flynn: person, Miss 011ie Mae Jarrett. and Jews, in
whom I am in- pin, Fred Jordan, William Hunt. The inspirational
recognition of Lou- play was canceled another kets which are 75 cents. The
speaker for "Going steady is but a dream 011ie lives with her parents
Mr. is Christian who was the win- week. Anyway. I hope you did time is from 6 until 9 p.m.
debted. I give William Strong, and William
the occasion was M. T. Puryear full of hope and unexpected and Mrs. Teddy Jarrett
of 1460 ner of the essay, "How I Have not have to miss it.
Nat Williams them credit for Parker.
who is a graduate of Hampton'scenes. Roger Jones: "Go- Davis at.
YOUNG GROUP
Inspiring and directing me in Teachers modeling fashions of,Tnetitute, Hampton,
Practiced Brotherhood."
Virginia ing steady is o.k., but if I could In her church We, she
is at There were several other pre- The Youth Group of Second
the field of journalism.
the Past, and Present were Paull and Columbia university.
He find a girl, I would go anyway." 'iliated with the
I think, the "Dee" as he islyons, Mrs. Althea Price, G. has also studied at American
sentations made by the Royal Congregational church gave a
— Sampson Brisco: "Going 3reater Mt. Zion
called by thousands who know I D. Clark, Mrs. C. S. Watson, university in Washington,
Gents,
and they too, presented platter party in their Parish
C.
D.
Hall last Friday evening.
him as an educator, an enter- Miss Rosa Robinson, Daniel Colorado college of Education steady I don't agree, for when Baptist church,
Prof.
Conley
with a check for
i go with a girl I want to be Nhere she is acThere was -a large attendance
siner, a journalist, is one of Durr, James King and Charles In Greely, Colo., and the Atlanta
the support of the gentlemen
free." — Osbie Howard: "Going .ive in all phases
at the session which lasted from
e greatest men that ever lived. Lomax.
who will attend Boys' State next
university School of Social Work steady is just fine if you can 4 church
7 to 11. All money raised peal
active
ere are many who feel the JUNIOR CLASS
year in Nashville. The Mother
in Atlanta.
find a girl who will give y o ts .ies throughout
,
toward the group's entertain- KANKAKEE, Ill. — (UPI)
same as I do.
! The junior class, lead by Bob- His work experiences include
and Father of the Royal Gents
peace
of
mind."
—
Bernard
ment of the Kentucky - Ala- John Tait, 13. was an eighth
he
year.
His physician is not permit: by Collins, wishes to thank all the following: a contractor in ,
is
Miss Hazel Pyles and Joseph bama •
Tennessee
student who loved
ting him to have visitors. If you of you who gave them your Winston - Salem, N. C.; a teach- Robinson: "Going steady that I She is popular
Holmes. Lest I forget, the Sweet- be held beginning Conference to , grade honor
praise, but if you don't know aecauae of her
April 1st,
experiment with homemade
to
would like to send him a con-,support in their junior revue a er and administrator at Hempheart
of the Royal Gents is Among the many attending
what you are doing it will send harming
perrockets
valescent greeting send it telfew weeks ago.
the lovely Miss Edith Barber, were Chris
ton institute; a teacher and ad- you straight to your grave."—
Booth, Junieene His hobby cost him his life.
;mislay,
friend
his home address, 1310 Sardis Rose 011ie and David Porter ministrator at Delaware State
a
junior,
and a member of the Briscoe, James Mann, Carole
Elroy Carroll: "Going steady I trim, and ladypermission to
were really swinging when Day- college. Dover, Del.: a person- kin
It.
Elites Club (the sister of the Yates, Marvell Thomas, Lynn John was given
In doubt but I could do iku.,, manners. 10111e
Jarrett
listen to the
and
late
up
stay
One who we love is sick in bed id sang "I Apologize." Spencer nel counselor at the Wright
Royal
Gents.)
much better with, then with- school some of her honors have
Brandon, Joseph Stovall, Mari- radio when his parents went our,
Which causes us students so Wiggins brought the house down Aeronautical Corporation in Pat,
out."
REPORT
Iyn Isabel, Robert Flynn, Em- for the evening Saturday. Hie
included treasurer of 12-3 class,,
with ''Sweet Sixteen."
much dread.
terson, N. J.: a welfare and
PIN
SUNNY
THIS
Paul
W.
"Miss
Freshman,"
and
Cutest
Girl
C. Han- ma Moore, Lawrence Garret, two brothers. Terry, 10, and
And since we can't visit your Some of those taking part in recreation worker with the
Gloria Shilkens, Paul Hawkins,
the show included: Barbara Mc- American National Red Cross George Wilktaker said to An- in sophomore class, Most At- derson
Robert, 5, were sent to bed.
hospital room,
Sylvia
Williams, Thomas Elnie
Stout,
FAIR,
"When
A.
I
move
in
Gross
othtractive
Senior
and
in
class
Author
and
T.
Apparently tiring of the radio,
We can only say, "Please get Moore, Ada Palmore, Canary at Aberdeen Proving Grounds at
CLOUDY, C. Garrett and D. T. rod, Lucinda Stovall, Homer John went to the basement tool .
Williams, John Johnson, Erma Aberdeen, Maryland and on Ok- ers move out." Richard Foster "Miss Spanish."
well soon."
Fouche,
Hargraves,
John
Malroom built by his father, Misr- •
The above poem was written Cobb, Tyrone Smith, Roy Cheat- inawa, a teacher and adminis- said to Martha Rice, "When I Her most recent honors In- HOT, Willie C and D. Jones, calm Weed, Doris
Ingram, Calam with you I am in Paradise." clude an Honor Student,
presi- GLOOMY, Irma Banks and yin Cunningham, Alonzo
especially for Mr. Williams by ham, George Jones, Elnur Mar- trator at Arkansas State college
ray, a chemist, and began
Rush,
Amos Kelsey what's the news, dent of the
Daughters of Doug- S. King.
member of the senior class, shall, Martha Jones, and Ed- in Pine Bluff, Ark., the CoorLouise Little, Vernon Robinson wcrking on a system he had
, has Maxine hung you up for lass, secretary
die Jones.
of senior class, STORMY, A.H. and J.B. (Ill.) and Yvonne
devised for powering home- „.
dinator of Tuskegee Institute s
Miss Jo Evelyn Grayson,
Jordan.
some
shoes?
rock-in-roll
Roger
It was an honor to have W. D. Technical Educational Program ,
and a member of the Spanish MILD, Mary J. and E. Little. ATTENTION
made rockets with carbon di. ...
WHO'S WHO
Jones is on top of the world club.
COOL, C. F. and R. Harris.
This week I would like to sa- I. A's -Honeyboy" crown "Miss for Indonesia.
oxide capsules jammed withal
Students,
urge
parents
your
since
chance
got
a
he
I
with
John
SUPPOSE THIS HAPPENED
iite one of the most ponelar gen- Junior 1960." She is Miss Doris He joined the staff of the Na- Sanders' girl
She plans to attend Tennesto attend "College Night For the heads of matches.
get see A&I State University and Douglass didn't have t he Parents" sponsored by t h e Suddenly, a capsule exploded. -a
for classes at Washington. Johnson of 11-A. Miss Junior tional Urban League in 1951 to
doesn't
Wilson
Avence
Championship Trophy. The S.
major in English or elementThe metal fragments struck
Ninety per cent of the class, alternates are: Miss Margaret serve as the Vocational
0. D's could top the Royal Memphis Chapter of Links, Inc.
around so Hazel Brown put him
ary education. In talking with
.
him in the abdomen.
taught by Mrs. S. C. Wilson, Lewis, Miss Annie Smith, Miss ance Secretary and was later down.
Mrs
which
F.
Hollis
Price
of
MitLarry
easy
it
Take
Gents
club. Douglass presented
011ie I found her motto for life:
John
left
holds representable positions in Dorothy Scott, and Miss Betty assigned to serve as industrial chell, you don't have to runw,
a
of
trail
blood
as
president.
is
theme
The
the
for
'
the first all-girl orchestra in a
field secretary for the League's
he staggered upstairs to the
organizations on the campus. Jefferson.
there are plenty more girls
musical program. B. H. could meeting is "What Parents Can
Mrs.
Catherine
Southern
DivisField
state
R.
12
Johnson
and
The
Royal
Gents of Douglass,
Among them are: Victor ElChallenge. In- telephone. He fell into a chair
Motivate,
To
Do
.
presented their Annual program make up her mind about L. A., spire and Encourage Their Chil- I near the telephone but lost
ton, president of 12-3A, vice- Ray Thomas are the junior class l ion.
ie Boyd is saying to LawN. T., J. D., G. C.
Willie
In 1958 he returned from thel Egg-in
the school auditorium. Thurspresident of the Senior Band, advisors.
Refreshments will be!consciousness and died before
"There are more
Lee
Craft
was a (M). Irma Banks dren."
JUNIOR
assignmenti
Tuskegee
Institute
renre
COUPLES
—
'
day,
March
17,
was
St.
and parliamentarian of the sciPatrick's
all takes place at he could dial for help.
served.
This
fish in the sea." Elvin Malone
direc-I
,
were
twin
Day. Some of the highlights of and Ida Miller
ence club; Harold Middlebrook, Eldon Prudent and Robert to assume the duties of
'
girls
four
are
there
say
they
sisters
and went with twin brothforth. program were: Recognipresident of the Student Coun- Walls, Joan Johnson and Wil- tor of the League's Southern'every man, when they were givers.
tion
of
"Top
Gents"
and
cil, secretary of the Hi-Y and liam Foster, Jeanette Bates and Field Division.
"Top
you must have not raisen out,
natesG
entlemen's Club" from all THREE COINS
a member of Who's Who in Stu- Orlando Harris, Rosanna Quinn Under this title he coordi
hand.
your
ea
Urban
activities
local
of
the
12
and
Roy
Hopkins, Noris True'over the city and Shelby Coun- Debris McFarland - Andrew
dent Leaders of America; TyBrown • Sarah Jackson
Toe Wilkins. when baseball is Selections
Leugues
great
•
devotes
and
man
and
a
Lliaries
t'
owen,
By ELTON GATEWOOD ' how Joe Smith expects to get
from both the
rone Patterson, chaplain of the
Tiny
Robinson (Ham.) • Mau- Hello Chatter.Gang, your re-I away with the jive he's putting
season
relat.
maybe
can
in
comes
you
Ideal
time
matters
of
on
Harmon
and
John
Cathey,
Ada
band and glee club were most
-Y an an outstanding memrice Tucker • Eleanor Rainey porter Elton Gatewood
find another girl friend. Elroy enjoyable. "Chiapanecus"
has down. Will Cleveland Cox drop
ber of the basketball team; John Palmore and Walter Hall; Rose ing to expanded job opportunia
Carroll,
what's
Partici-;
you
that
Negroes.
,ties
young
for
011ie
and
Charles
McCoy.
say,'trumpet solo by David Neely, Leslie Cannon - Chestera Nun- once more prepared for you the Lorraine Davis if Modena ThomTenort, parliamentarian of the
nally • Charlene Sallie
!pating in programs of this sort "You have five more girls be- was also
latest events around Melrose.,as gives William Hudson up?
enjoyable.
Hi-Y and captain of the War- IS IT TRUE THAT...?
Linda
side
Lee • Donnell Smith - Check the list and don't you Everyone wants to know what
,
Fay."
provides
I
something
—
is
Pet
Freeman
that
why
Joan
Hampton
is
trying
in
The group of gentlemen were
riors' football team; and Ad.
Granville Harris
with the opportunity to,don t you strike Rose off your elated and
goes on between Earnestine
miss.
fortunate to have as
die Crawford, treasurer of the make it with Howard Satter- him
Emma Parrish • Steve Ballad. SPOTLIGHT
meet and talk with some of the list, what you never had you their speaker,
field?
Stroud and Alonzo Rush and
Red Cross, chaplain of the sciJ. D. Springer,
Florida Gray has a crush on young people he will need to will never miss,
Melrose takes pride in intro- who Alberta Carpenter and Dorformer principal of Douglass Mona Brownlee
ce club and a majorette.
be able to get hands on as new This is Odle Dockery, your re- and
a
certain
senior?
(W.
H..)
presently principal of Book- Freddie Rooks • Odell King • ducing to you by way of spot- is Oakley spent their leisureThere are eight members of
porter, saying again stay friendjobs are opened.
light its valedictorian, Mary time with.
er T. Washington, Mrs. Spring- Annie B. Braswell
12-3A in the A. Maceo Walker CURRENT COUPLES
TYPING CONTEST
ly and you will always have a
er chose to "talk" instead of Dorothy White - James Sim- Louise Ayers. Miss Ayers the Will Hortense Spillers a Adla
chapter of the National Honor Betsy Cowans and Melvin The annual City-Wide typing friend.
mons • Betty Cox
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Hen- Lawrence Garrison attend
"speak."
eSociety. They are: Bernice Shaw, John Tenon and L. K. V.,
The talk was most beneficial Mickey White • Bobble Rob- ry Ayers of 678 Buntyn has Senior Dance together? By the
Burks, Norma Nooks, Addle Janice Fitgerald and Lee Aninson
• Melvin Jordan
achieved this position through way, Nancy Echols, who's goto all who listened and comCrawford, Lawrence Collins, drew Cunningham, Virgie Primfour years of successful scho- ing to purchase your ticket, Le,
prehended. Before Mr. Springer SENIORS
Walter Hall, Harold Middle- aus and Curtis Coleman, Marion
Saturday, March 12, 9 a. m. lastic work. Upon completion roy Strickland or Mary Wallace
brook, John Tenort, and Jimmy Meeks and Paul Kelly, Geraldthere
were many students of her high school requirements Why won't Barbara McKissack
ine Spencer and Eugene Brown,
Anderson.
best all-around boy; William
By SANDRA WHITELOW
from the senior class repreBessie
Clark
and
Herbert
Marshe plarfs to further her educa- reveal her date? Wanted!!! A
Other active and popular
Gardner, band, football, Bruce
senting Douglass at LeMoyne
tion at Wayne U. where she will sign that blew away with a
members of the class include: shall, Elizabeth Thompson and Hi, we can't help but be "cool" combo vocalist and Alpha Sigcollege. The purpose of this
major in math. In saluting Miss hard wind, labeled "Keep Off
Maxine Anderson, Gwerel-slyn Jerome McClellan, Belva Burns around Bruce with all of the ma Rho Science club.
visit was to be examined in
Booker
T.
and
Miller, On snow we just had.
Ayers I am sure all of Mem- Private Property of Lynn BumEdwards, Mildred Nolan. Annie
The Annual Junior and Senthe fields of English and mathephis joins us and hopes that pus." Please return to Devoice
Foote, Gary Jenkins, William Lee Rucker and George New- SPOT'LIGITT
• •
ior prom will be held May 6
matics.
After the examina- each tomorrow will find her Webster.
born,
Gussie
MaHolmes
a
n
d
Lambert,
Patricia
Roman,
This week the spotlight falls with music by Charles Keel.
tion, free lunch was served in further along the road to suc- Dorothy Taylor, keep on 11
Ruth Harris, Ora Rucker, Sam Willie Brittian. Nevill Collins on the
ten junior girls and You'd better get reatly, it's NEW YORK — (UPI) — Eric the cafeteria. The
college open- cess.
laughing while it's lasting hub,.
Estella
Middlebrook
and
Cleaborn, and Willard Harmon.
Johnston, president of the Mo- ed its doors
boys. They are: Ann Hudson, sooner than you think.
for swimming, danc- Other members of the top ten remember all good things muse
NOTE
SAND NEWS
tion
Picture
Association, warned ing and games.
co
ILL
Several of include (not in order) Zella Cu- come to an end. Rita Wilke.,,
The B. T. Washington band William, ole sock, ole sack, team, majorette, NHA, Dramat- The entire junior
that government censorship of the students
class
shares
participated in each rothers, Jackqulene Briggs, have you taken over Orland,,,
from "T ic club, FBLA, Yearbook sta
will present its annual concert, ol pal, take this tip -staff the sentiments in hoping that movies would mean giving up of the various
activities around Walter Evans, Doris Jefferis, Harris or does Jeanette Bats*
5'Theme of Yesterday" tomor- Ole Buddy" and don't get in- and best all-around girl; Julia our English
Individual freedom.
teacher,
the
Mrs.
campus.
M.
H.
volved.
Barbara Mull, Shirley Lamar, still possess her share? Geer,.,,
may
but
like
You
not
it
row night (Friday) in the Blair
Johnston spoils at a conferWhiteside, first lead majorette,
you will be glad later. Now. NHA, Dramatics club, glee club Barbee will soon return. We ence on the impact of the mass The dance contest was the Carolyn Love, Carolyn Spring- gia Thomas, don't be cool, we
T. Hunt Gymnasium.
hope that she is feeling better
most enjoyable of all. The Chaall know Jasper is your number
ers and Hortense Spillers.
According to the directors, what you bet?
media on children and family. Cha
Wade or and cheerleader.
soon
be
will
and
back
in
contest was won by the SENIOR DANCE
the
one boy.
alter Martin, E. L. Pender, Ask Booker "Pete"
The
conference
is
sponsored
by two students from
Sandra Whitelow, third lead "burg."
Douglass — The tickets for our annually TYPING CONTEST
nd Mrs. C. R. Johnson, this will should I say T. W. J.?
the Child Study Association of
majorette, assistant secretary, PEOPLE ARE TALKING
'Frank Edwards and Mae Caro- spring dance scheduled
LAFF-OF-THEWE EK
March Melrose captured first place
be the best concert of its type
America.
, local NHA, president Dramatics ABOUT
lyn McCain.
in Typing Contest, in the person
Dell: Why is the word "kiss'
circulation
are
31,
8-12
from
in
ever presented by the band.
"Censorship
can't
give us To
club, secretary of Alpha Sigma The way some of our boys are
the deans and sponsors at and may be purchased from any of Miss Curlene lmilton, 16The affair will feature selec- spelled with two S's?
we
whs.seek.
I
It
is
negative.
It
cheerleader;
Addie
staff and
tions from the Senior and St. Vernice: Because it takes two Shaw, cheerleader, glee club, visiting Trenton but don't want can't improve taste," Johnston LeMoyne, we the senior class member of the senior class, or year-old daughter of Mr. and,
Trenton's boys here . . . The
of Douglas were elated to contact me at the Shack, GL 2- Mrs. C. V. Hamilton. She lovAn
Cecelia glee clubs and the Ito complete the spell.
majorette, N. H. A., most talent- big party being thrown by the said.
have been your guest, Satur- 9016. Music will be by Ben out in the event held at Hamilr.
ed girl, Dramatics club; Pa- juniors and seniors on March "We run away from freedom day. We shall hope to see
ton High last Saturday. Miss
you Branch and the Largoes.
whenever
we
run
to
Washingtricia Kirk, glee club, NHA 25.
this coming Fall.
Hamilton, a junior at Melrose,
COOKIE SALE
Albany,
ton,
or
or
to
to
Harrisyearbook staff, majorette, co- JUNIOR HITS OF WEEK
; burg, or to any state capital to 'EXTRAVAGANZA'
Miss Wilma J. Cox, president averages 120 words per minute
captain of cheerleaders.
Oh, I Apologize by Barrett demand a censorship law," he Douglass will prese.$ its first of the Senior Girl Scout troop All of Melrose hopes that See
Bobby Thomas, football, bee- Strong, White Silver Sand by said.
Extravaganza
Friday night, wishes to thank each of you efficiency of Miss Hamilton will
ketball and band; Reginald Ter- Bill Black's Combo.
The movie executive added March 25, at 8 p. m. in the for supporting the Cookie Sale be nationally known. Good luck
ry, football, basketball, band THOUGHT FOR THE WEEK
the "Only crusade benefitting school auditorium. Participants last week, which was a great
glade
b y,and may success
and Dramatic club; Benjaminl One fool can ask more ques- free men is a crusade for free- will include: the Largoes, success.
forever
yours.
'Kirk band, combo, football and tions in a minute than 12 wise dom not against freedom."
Fabulous Five, and various tal- Ttif Girl Scouts are having a Fans, time fads and all good
dramatics; Roger Turner, foot- men can answer in an hour
Johnston said parents have lents from other schools. The ad- Ship and Chat Tea at the Foots things must come to an end,
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — The two Democrats said .
captain, Alpha Sigma Lenin.
the responsibility of educating mission to this affair is only 35 H
rcehs 25
moam
aoditorium, 8-9.30 p. m. and this is one of those times.
investigators the TV disc jockey has n o t ball team
payola
House
Rho Science club, basketball, Until next week, keep your their children to be discriminat- cents. Come one, come all, there
Until next week, this is your
public
for
summoned
a
Monday
over
been
feuded publicly
cool bats please don't freeze. ing in their choice of movie en- will be loads of music and SCHOOL PAPER
reporter skipping off the scene.
charge their inquiry into net- hearings because "due process
tertainment.
phony"
dancing. Hope to see you at the The third edition of the Mel- ------ — — -work television star Dick Clark of law, common decency a n d offered only "weak and
has
rose Buzzer will go on sale
program Friday night.
case
the
said
He
s-•
excuses.
had been put "in mothballs." fair play demand the careful
words of the Wisei
corp.
Studebaker
Strike
End
ATTENTION
Tues.,
EVERYONE!!
Nopus'
fail
since
Don't
to
wraps"
Mar.
29.
"under
been
eviof
sifting
(DJr.
Mack,
gathering
F.
and
Reps. Peter
No matter bow much work .11
SOUTH BEND. Ind. — (UPI) About 7,500 employes were Odell King made All-Memphis chase one and be up to data A man can do, no matter have I
and John E. Moss (D. dence rather- than the broad- vember.
UI
engtur
around
fnglis personality mar)d
haps
The feud started 10 days ago. —United Auto Workers union idled when UAW local f I v e this year. Congratulations Odell. on the news and
the casting of irresponsible chargfalse
branded
alit
THOUGHT
dispute
over
WEEK
THE
Melrowe.
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In
out
walked
members
Monday
night
met
subcommittee
to
be, he
not advance fey"
Bennett said the
Oharge by Rep. John B. Ben- es."
in business if Ise cannot wort
Bennett, ranking Republican should summon Clark instead vote on ratification of an agree- production standards. An agree- "What is the purpose of liv- CHATTER
nett (R-Mich.). They accused
mimeo whim
Bennett in turn of "obstruction- on the nine-man subcommittee, of spending all its time on , ment to end their 11-day strike ment to end the strike w a sing if you don't make some- Pondering curiously over information I received, I wonder
i thing of your We."
4 11011 aels)
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Packard
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"rink)'
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tatting
and
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KELP WANTED MAIL FEMALE
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DEFENDER

WANTED
COLORED PIANO PLAYER
en to $100 weekly. Write Box 6465,
illueveport. La.

Sat., March 26, 1960

REAL SWATH FOR SALE

1206 AZALIA
Two Bedroom, separate dining room
or three bed rooms. Low equity and
notes
To see, call Mildred Wood
Co.
3644
BR. 2-3166 Oridger Realty
Park.

WASHINGTON — (UPI) —
Southern strategists concedCivil Rights pushed for a final ed that they had little chance
House vote Tuesday
on
the of stopping the drive. But they
much-debated
administration were still trying to soften the
proposal
for
court-appointed proposal through amendments.

onstrations

that

blighted

Massachusetts Senator's

civil rights, said he would move
to shut off debate and bar additional amendments if he saw
evidence of stalling tactics.
One
southern
amendment
was pending as the House moved into the seventh day of debate on the referee plan. Offered by Rep. Robert W. Hemphill (D.-S.C.), it would require
the referees to show federal

entry

"The city was disgraced
act

Charles

bigotry,"

of

Boswell

by

Civil rights forces have succeeded in beating down every
consouthern Democratic or
servative Republican attempt

Mayor
Monday

said

after demonstrators heckled
Kennedy, a Catholic, as he

in the House to
referee proposal.

filed to enter the presidential
primary

preference

of

was

embarrassed

disgraceful

by

action,"

their

Boswell

said.

this

city

was rid

of

when the Ku Klux Klan was destroyed."

Negroes Storm
Memphis,Tenn
Library Again

Parliament, the only legislative
body in the world which still

must settle divorce suits, faced
a determined campaign Tuesday
to make it surrender this job to
the courts.

leave.
About

refused

to

were arrested. A total of 41 Neday in demonstrations at two
libraries

in

Memphis and 37 were fined and
lectured in city court.

had

the

fines

will

as

demonstrators,

stop

occurrences

this one."

problems. As

well as

have forced officials to remove

parliamentary divorce into such

youthful'

the

current session

of

parlia-

ment as they come up for pas-

said that "no amount of

such

without

to throw the present system of

500-odd divorce petitions before

Atty. Ben L. Hooks, who represented

"No

problem,

at Lester High school. (Staff
photo by Billy Duncan)

labor.

The

most

4314 Evans Ave.
Chico,* SS.
Pane LI. 5-1242

SITUATIONS WANTED —

DAY CARE FOR SMALL CHILDREN IN
my home. Mrs. R Griffin. PA. 4-4MIL

or about the only real fear Amer- spire and screams about them
by the icans have, both as individuals for all the world to hear and

life.
critic of

of American

effective

their

unity

and

loyalty

to

America and the realistic man-

American
treatment
of ner in which they are trying
"The majority of white AmerNegroes is the American him- to solve the Negro problem.
icans, about 75 per cent, are
self and he
won't keep
his U.S. INDUSTRIOUSNESS
in favor
of
unqualified
inmouth shut 'til all the stigmas
"When I say Americans work tegration. In fact, the whole
and inferior labels attached to hard, I mean there is little weight of the moral conscience
the Negro race are gone."
waste of labor. The very high of America—the Constitution,
In a speech to the Rhodesia standard of living which Amer- the press, the Supreme Court,
Association, icans enjoy is a result of the radio and television are on the
African journalist Lawrence C. drive and industriousness of other side of Negroes. I have
Vambe made these statements. the people. Out here, labor is yet to see a colored race livVambe was in America on an slovenly and wasteful. The at- ing with white people who have
Affairs

Department - titude in America is that wh-k
State
sponsored tour. He told his im- is honorable and time is litpression and
attitudes
about erally money.

extended

so much to live and
as American

work for

Negroes.

service.

"Equally

startling

"It carries no

and a

For Complete Quality
E-Z STORAGE & VAN CO.
JA. 7-2597
JA. 7-2597

28,

CROSSTOWN
BR 4-4550 - BR 4-4551

The three tried to escape by
stairway, but flames and
them to leeap

I

be

prestige

judged from the sucNegroes have
made on
and screen and in sports.

He Wins. No Woe The..
Send Stamped Self Addressed
Sievelop• For Priewelet
tif•mitu Hon.

RESEARCH
Inglewood, Calif.

Ilez 98

BEAUTIFULLY POLISHED baroque min, amethyst, obsidlant.
lure of It
V.
Postpaid.
ulna, ether $3,95 pound
Srubaker. 131$ W. 1,11. Loncaster. Cant
JAMERSON'S NAMUR 11140P
NH Putt Avenue
PA. 44141
LOIS DRAUTY SHOP
2350 Park Avenue
PA. 44145
Appointment

BROWN'S PIANO CO.
1381

So.
GOOD
47.50
EX.

IX 745U
Third St.
PRACTICE PIANOS re
down and Easy Terns
7471111 Niles Is awidilts

MARRIAGE
CERTIFICATE
LEGAL. Printed Poems, GUARANTEED(
Any Mat. Names Dates, oakinee. Vied
all

01101LISLI,

COPS'S

DODUCate,

Of

efts.

$3 each three) 0. Prompt. Contideattal
postpaid Service.

NATIONAL FORMS
P.O. Box 7072, Miami 55, Flo.

•

TRI -STATE DEFENDER WANTS
MEN AND WOMEN
Who Can Sell CLASSIFIED And
DISPLAY ADVERTISING
Men and Women with sales ability to sell advertising...
We need men and women for year round, full time

repeat sales. Permanent connection, protected leads.
Salary, bonus plus commission.
Act promptly. Give three references. Writes

TR1-STATE DEFENDER
Memphis, Tennessee

Post Office Box 311

from a window at the landing.
Damage to the four-family

AMEs Plan
Big Trek
To Hawaii

race problem in America, the can
segregated life of the Negro, cess

Distance

Local And Long

the

released from

NEED MONEY? $$

$$

GL. 2-5474

Best Deal In Town

the tour.
her when she returned home
Dr. A. Warman Ward, who is
Saturday night, then forced her the U.S. Supreme Court de- stage
widely traveled will personally
Into her car at gunpoint.
"Let me
say
that
cision and the resistance to inif the escort the group which has arBurris was captured when tegration particularly in the white people living in South- rangements via air and sea.
Reservations should be mad*
Schweska
deliberately Deep South. The American is ern Africa had done one-tenth
Mrs.
smashed headon into a car a very candid person, he thinks of what America has done for Immediately through the ACE
driven by William W. Dahl- logically and examines him- the Negroes, I think they would "A" Travel Bureau, 4255 S. Inkamp of Bethany, Ill., an off- self. When he has found his live here in peace, prosperity diana eve, Chicago 53. Telefaults, he gets up the church- and security ever after."
duty state trooper.
phone lanwood 84229.
LI
told police Burris attacked

12--BUSINESS OPPOIITUNITIES

Insured Moving
GL. 2-9507

the

forced

NEW BRICK DUPLEX
3063 Calvert. Only MN Down
$75 Monthly NOtol-rst
BR. 1147114
.1. W. Orr
BR. 6-$031
BR 3-1240
B. CIODWIN • COMPANY
1364 Monroe Avenue

W. P. SHELTON
Lowest Flat Rates In City

the hospital after treatment for
minor back and rib injuries.

smoke

I601 coancrecie 4-ROOM
FRAME DUPLEX-$/60 CASE
$40.00 Month
J. W. Orr — ER. 5-4/$4
BR. 2-1240 — BR. 6-6912
E. H. CIODWD( its COMPANY
1.3411 Monroe Arena

to $1.25

MOVING

a head halm"'
possible back injury.
was

up

Low Rates — Insured Moving

with

Carolyn

pay

M & M MOVERS
MU. 3-0911

Davis was reported in serious
condition

FREE! to
slow pay ac-

30 Moving & Hauling

America to boast that one be-

Probe Murder
Try, Hold 2

We

Her daughter, Carolyn, and
Joe Davis also jumped from the
stairway landing between
first and second floors.

of

a name. No delay. Write today.
GENERAL FINANCE
304 Pickwick Bldg.
Kansas City 6, Mo.

estimated
at $1,500.
in flat was
Firemen said the fire apparentto
me
ly started when someone was
ing:
was the American
sentiment lieves Negroes should be segrecarhless with matches in a base"Fear
of
communism is of unity and loyalty to their
gated. People who try to equate ment storeroom.
flag. When you take note of
discrimination in this country
the fact that America i a polywith what exists in America are
glot of minority racial grouns
very wrong. In the Deep South—
from all corners of the world.
I was in Georgia—discrimina
you
cannot
help
wondering
tion is basfed on the principle of
how it has been able to achieve
separate - but - equal facilities.
this cohesion which transcends
In those spheres where Neeverything, race, color and reSP INGFIELD, Ill. — (UPI)
groes are separated, they are
ligion included.
— A state engineer's wife told
",Even the Negroes, despite given complete freedom to run
police she was raped by a
the very raw deal they have their own schools, colleges and
gravedigger her husband alleghad in their chequered history, universities, businesses and soedly hired to kill her.
insist and take
pride
in the cial and cultural institutions.
The engineer, Albert Schwesfact that they are Americans. The only thing is that separateA group of Delegates and
ka, 34, denied the charge. He
principles
never friends will journey to the 50th
Every one of them tells you but-equal
and John Burns 25, a grave he is an American
first
and work and have been discarded. State of Union, Hawaii from the
digger with the state departIt is on its way out of Ameri- General Conference of the AME
foremost and a Negro
afterment of public works and buildcan thinking.
church which meets in Los Anings here, were held on $50,000 wards.
"In
America. no
attempt geles May 4-16.
"You have no doubt heard
bond each.
Many festivities and interesthas been made to
stop
Neand
read
many sides of the groes from self-expression as ing features will be included on
Schweska's
wife, Kathleen,
America in his speech, declar-

lists

doctors, dentists,
grocer8, sanitarituns, lumber
companies, garages, etc. All
you do is send them to us ..
for our experienced collection

concrete walk, but was appar-

MAJORITY FOR MIXING

•

IS—SZAL ISITATE NMI SALM

counts from

ST. LOUIS — (UPI) — An
expectant mother jumped 10 feet
from a burning building to a

completely gone.

S. come sawyerSend Coins, Will Sind Chink. Not Plowed.
Eaturn Check.
Bought
COINS: Sold
Serious int. Invited
Appraised
PAVATA'S COW EXCHANGES
41-44 195th St.. rushing NI. LI., N. T.
Mentbor

how

secure

eration of Labor and held executive posts in the union's
world-wide organization.
It was reported that he made

Jumps10 Ft.
To Escape
Flat Fire

FOR SALE. JACKS, TOOLS, AND Ott
plate equipment to run a garage.
rent building to reliable perms. JAsksitm
1.0206.

MORGAN'S MOVERS
MAKE MONEY
lest Prices In Tows
FROM THE START
MU. 3-0629
We show you

anguish from persons whose di- broken with the Communists and
vorces have been delayed or since then had been an advocate
whose reasons for wanting a di- to "African Nationalism."

The two MP'S, who stress they lic consideration than they had
I oppose the system and not di- counted on.

In•

MAID WANTS JOB FOR 5 DAYS PTA
week. Loves children. JAckson 5-61114.

President

sage in the House of-Commons. vorce have received more pub-

MISCELLANEOUS 11011 $ALE

Frank Wilson Home
Remedy

Charles De
last year.
constitution
Gaulle's
unaniThe colony voted a near
mema
becoming
to
not
mous

French

the

National

2401 Park Avenue
FA 7-0253
"Amethyst pendants. earrings. bracelet,.
$1.25 each Item. postpaid. V. Brubaker.
1.114 W. L-12. Lancaster. Calif."

Others Have Gained
Immediate Relief With

Toure spearheaded the drive
from
for complete independence
on
plebiscite
the
France in

domestic

regarded

Diabetic Sufferers

three know about and he will not ently not injured.
Americans with greater con- and as a nation. The
Mrs. Bennie Randal, 27, was
cern than the problem of abol- things in America that struck keep his mouth shut until all
ishing discrimination
against me most forcefully were the the stigmas and inferior labels held for observation at Homer
Negroes in all phases and at industriousness of the people, attached to the Negro race are G. Phillips hospital.
every level

Free Transportation To and Front
Airport, Depot, Bus Station, Etc.
GOOD FOOD
In Our Modern Rester/rant
Harry Holmes,. Owner

4 Special Service

Commons

African Says Race Bias
America's 1st Concern
external is

Asso-

a tour behind the iron curtain
Moscow and
pageboys in 1945, visiting
a mess that the government will from the House to avoid their Warsaw and attending the instibe forced to change it .
hearing the sometimes racy de- tute for economic studies in
The strategy of Arnold Peters tails of cases involving adult- Prague. Toure since has denied
and Frank Howard has been to ery.
these reports.
talk ,talk, talk about each of the
In 1950, he declared he had
There also have been howls of

groes were arrested last Saturpublic

Student Library

community
ber of the French
nations.
can pile up a sufficient number of
Toure has had leftwing symof bills, the public in general
He
and those denied
divorces in pathies since his youth.
particular will pressure the gov- was in the forefront of the Communist-dominated General Federnment for a change.

of Parliament are conducting a frustrating Commons discussion
"civil fights" filibuster designed of other matters, the debates

a dozen demonstrators

segregated

ciation meeting held March 9

The "talkathon" hasn't been

Two CCF (Socialist) members

day and were taken to jail by
they

Wide

er, two of the first wave of Negroes accepted by Memphis
State university, were t h e

MEMPHIS, TENN.

XLECTRONIC — HYPNCYTIZER $14.00 —
Transistor Radio $19.95. Pocket ear Gas
Gun — $9.96 — Extra 39 caliber shell's
WM each — Radio Walkie — Talkie
$19.95 — Any Radio TV Tube $1.00 each.
Trans world Elestronics — Post Office Bon
165 — Indio, California.

OTTAWA — (UPI) — Canada's vorce itself, feel that, if they

entered a white library section
In Memphis, Tenn., again Tueswhen

guests at the City.

eanor Grady and Ralph Prat-

Canadians 'Talk'
For Divorce Law

Negroes who vowed that "no
amount of fines" would halt
anti-segregation demonstations

police

featured

MSU STUDENTS — Miss El-

CONAKRY, Guinea — (UPI) to Guinea and expressed regret his palace here, the 38-year-old
there were not more of them in Toure made it clear he believed
— President Sekou Toure said
the newly-independent West AfAfricans and Red Chinese had
Sunday he welcomed Communist
rican state.
something in common in their
Chinese technicians and experts
In an interview with UPI in
efforts to build up their counhuman
tries by dint of hard

"It was the kind of bigotry I
thought

the

P. 0. SOX SU

•

ORANGE MOUND
HOTEL

TRI-STATE DEFENDER

Toure Says Guinea,
Red China Goals Same

Indianapolis

and as a protestant Methodist,
I

ARE YOU LONELY?

Looting for a Husband. Wife, or Sere*
heart? write The Guidance Club care at

ATTENTION!

other similar demonstrations.
Mayor

weaken

Want Christian Person or Couple
BR 6-7504 —
— 3:30 p.m.

April 5.

But a spokesman for the
hecklers said they would stage

"As

10 Spiritual Advisers

judges who appoint them that
they are familiar with state
and local election laws a n d
voter qualifications.

the

Into the Indiana primary.

this

BEER Sc A QUART

Rep. Emanuel Celler (N. Y.),
Democratic floor
leader
oh

apologized to Sen. John F. Kennedy for the anti-Catholic dem-

GUARANTEED ROMXWORE
Mail out dropship senior Ease 04
cent from orders. Proven sailors D.tails, sample catalog $1.60. fMiallits. 1547
DID Z. 33rd. Lorain, Ohio.

c,orrespoadenes

CELLER TO MOVE

INDIANAPOLIS, Ind.—(UPI)

IS Agents Wanted

East-Cosy, Many Convoiname. Suitable
for Pref. women
1052 Progress At
Lamer Shonntng
Call OL. 34047 After 4 p.m.
Center, Melrose School 6 rooms and
bath. Only $5600 — Must Sell
1340 MARECHALNEIL
Beautiful, 10 rooms, 3 baths, many
I BIGOBST
yets *Mir wet. LIS mar
extras in this One home
name 1 year 25c Merle's NellTr*
d.
Tre.
6 UNIT APARTMENT
1067 So. Wellington. North of Mc- , 7$ W. aseis, same cur st. t T. C.
Dept. TS.
Lemore. Completely furnished.
Mns U. Poppemiettner — OL. 3-1720
Kemmons Wilson Realty Co.
3742 Lamar — COL. 6-3334
Make it yourself. We snow sou bow.
1165 SO. WELLINGTON
Save 00 per cent on each ;Lee ComPlete
easy instructions $1903 M= with ofillor,
PRA APPRAISED
carload of other interesting offers. NOThis Is a very fine whit• stucco bungalow, UN° Brown. Cross Conan, Publication.
has 6 rooms and tile bath downstairs and 1111 East 30th M.. New York IL It T.
a very beautiful paneled den or bedroom
upstairs. Ported air heat in large baseNEED
Torre* MONEY
ment. Hardwood floors. Fenced rear lot. Mon or Women Age 2140 — SeU PentRY
Garage. Price $11,000.00. $315000 cash Group Hospital Insurance. Make 17ae of
including closing cost. Shown by appoint- Tour Contacts
ment. C. W. Henry. BR. 6-6370.
W. A Adirtne-District Mgr.
Continental Casualty COOSIPSOI
Wilson-GaIbreath CO.
JA. 64346
Realtors
BR. 6-4515 524 IL Coopor
ROOM FOR RENT

few" more amendments to present.

The Mayor of Indianapolis has

wows

65-1131161. BOOMS FOR RENT

Houses roz azwr
ORANGE MOUND

referees to protect Negro votOne spokesman
said
the
ing rights.
southern forces had "quite a

Calls Booing
Of Kennedy A
City Disgrace

SUS. OPPOSITIONS'S=
BAST
itiontsle
1MW
READY-CUT
WRAP-A -ROUND
BARN $24 14 DOS)( — num TINS
wane - acconars wens
FREEPORT. NEW YORK
LIVEWILL COWIN

azaoma

LET'S TRADE
1564 Marjorie, lovely 2 bedroom and
paneled den on shady hillside. Buy
equity for $1.500. (anyone) notes $611.
MRS. 1.1
NOWLIN REAL ESTATE
PA. 3-1571 2114 Union HR. 2-3362

Liberals Press
For Voting Bill

$1.*
LOCO NAME • ADDRESS
Pocket Rubber Stamp
POI
SRC Boot Company.Was Ma NU
Nast
Tem.

CLASSIFIED

DEADLINES

Want Ad
RATES

12 Nose Woodsy

1k per agate line
5 words to a line
2 lines
30c
3 lines
45e
60c
......—
4 lines
75c
5 lines
5% PT. SAME RATE as 1 line
ordinary type.

10 pt.

SAME RATE ft
lines °Misery type.

18 PT.

SAME RATE n 4
Bats ordinary typo.

24 PT.

No guarantee can be given

as

to

7.

position

(Till
to

SAME
RATE AS
7 bees
*Misery
?On
Cancellations of want-ads can

36 PT.

given until 12 noon Saturday Copy cancelled after 12
noon Saturday will be billed

in column. T.

Forbid) orders
in

change

Tri-State

bers

Defender

— the words

the address —
street

or

subject
without

box numcomprising

whether

name

telephone,

our

The 'Tri-State Defender box
number — will be charged for
as part of the advertisement
The Trt-State
forward
vestisers

Defender

will

to out of town

ad-

received

ad-

mail

he

at regular rates.

rats

notice.

and
SAME RATE AS
granary
S
tyPe.

•

Miscellaneous

dressed to our

address, but

to be
advertiser.
charged to the

Lb.

excess

postage is

•

Get In On The Biggest Want-Ad Bargain In Town

•

Have You A Car For Sale, Apartment Or Room For Rent, Real Estat
e For Sale, Birth Or Death
Notice To Be Announced, Household Goods You Need Help In Your
Home Or Business, Fu
rniture That You Would Like To Dispose Of, Or, Would You Like
To Advertise Your Business

3 Lines For Two (2) Weeks

.70

DSE:EliD4aErRch

26 196C15

YOU WILL GET RESULTS.
PHONES JAckson 6-8397
JAckson 6-8398

4,-SPECIAL SERVICE

Memphis Business
Service Directory
1.11 BUSINESS SERVICES

•

PATRONIZE
OUR
ADVERTISERS!
Gil Gabrielli

• AUTO SC11041o ,DVERTISING SPECIALTIES
• PRINTING
al IMICOGRAPILLNO
• RUBBER STAMPS • SEALS
• DECALS CALENDARS

ta BuaLNEss SERVICES

JOHNSON'S BARBER SHOP

790 Yonkers Ave.
(Near Central Ave.) Yonkers, N. Y.

316 BEAU AVE.
•
JA 6-9656
individual Hair Styles
• Specialists in Hair Processing
• Skilled Barbers and Beauticians

ADULTS.
Photos.
. 49e
354-TAD.

BARBER SHOP
164 South Fourth
Jackson 6-9220

INTERESTING MAIL. Earnings,
booklets, catalogs $1 refunded
Gift with order. Alvin - Box
Hicksville, Long Island, N. Y.

13 Instruction

ENROLL

257 SOUTH MAIN

NOW

JAckson 5-3794

COMPLETE

REMODELING, ADDITIONS

SECRETARIAL TRAINING

12x12 Rooms $995 - 12x20 Garage $435

+

E. Hunter Construction
Company

Night & Day Classes

Key Punch
Data Processing
Typing & Filing
Shorthand
Accounting

Bank Terms

MEN'S SHOES

ELECTROWARMTH
• Bed
Warmer For
Pains - Aches.
BLOMBERG

HENDERSON

Nationally Advertised
HANAN & SON
•
HOWARD & FOSTER

Burt Lake 1, Mkh.

SAVE

William's Barber Shop

$3" T. $5"
MEN'S

1607 Ely At Essex
WH. 8-7416

Business College, Inc.
830 Linden Ave.

*
*
*
*

GRIGGS

Conspfete Beauty Service

•

Work end

CHARNEL'S

Painting

Dewey's Auto Service

BEAUTY SHOP

471 Linden Ave. JA 7-0321

With and Without Appointment
324 Hernando St.
JA 7-3056

NEW UNUSUAL PRODUCT
Saves Misney - Makes Money
FAB-3=ND,
instant
a euns.
non-tie
flammable,
flexible
ndhesive.
ripe. tears, holes on most anyrepairs
fate
rte. Upholster?, auto seat covers. etc..
Quietly, elsaily, safely
Can be washed arse ironed without affecting powerful bend
Only $1 postpaid. Money-

•

guarsatee
(14•el for FUND RAISINGwrite fey quantity prices.)

DAY, PI ISNT SUNDAY
TV Ureic).
01.- LUNN
31" 0414 Picture Tube
$21.00
17" Glees Picture Tube
417.91
tartalled
re Eterviee
Clielses

TIRE SERVICE CO

HULBERT'S
PRINTING CO.

Gut

roe,: names. tddresses. telephone
numbers and descriptions. All races. religions Wor'd wide mentherahlek
Send
$1.00 and I stamps.

YOU WANT TO MI BRAITTITUL
visit FRIENDLY BEAUTY CHOP 13I3
Tbetaas; addle
Grant Mar. - Meets
Lester, Operator.

Continental Club, Box 791,
Inglewood, Calif.

Fast, Efficient, Dependable
Service
Tell Us When You'll Get It Then

JA 7-3810
358 Beale

MAIL IN YOUR CLASSIFIED ADS
1St
Per
Insertion
Per
Line
CLASSIFICATION

Ha of Liege

.

i

2
3
4

1.

S

1 Time

30c
45C
60c

7s•

•••••••••••••••••••••••••

I Times

60c
90c
1.20
1.50

/

Figure
5 Average
Words To
The Line

(TWO LINE MINIMUM)

Maiming /1111•1111111M

NAME
ADDRESS

.....- TELEPHONE
•••••••••••••••

Distinctively serving the Miciwest with
Accounting, Business Administration,
Business Machines, Secretarial, IBM
Key Punch, Personality Development,
Civil Service, Real Estate and
Court Reporting Courses
Since 1948
Day u4 Emig Clams

\

Veterans Approved
Rehabilitation Students Welooraeci
Out-of-town Students Invited

rrvAL

-MB

"BY THE NUMBERS"

MAGICAL PRAYER
Is what you need if unfortunate, downhearted, just plain unlucky. Can't hit
a
tick of good. can't opt ahead or out of
debt Get this book right quick and get
'retuning like you always wished. Settsfaction guaranteed. Send only $1 (Sorry
no C.O.D.) to: L. SWIFT, 130 N. 15th St„
Las Vegas. Nevada.

STOP SUFFERING! I !
Post

$1 00 NOW. Reply envelope brings
POSITIVE PROOF! Health Center, Adelaide Road, Dublin. Ireland (7 hours Airmail).

4117 LOVERS, NOW IS YOUR CHANCE
TO COLLECT UNUSUAL POSTCARDS. IS
FOR $1.00 START YOUS coctscrtort
NOW. SINGLE CARD et CENTS. P. 0.
BOX 113, ANSONIA STATION N. Y. 33
N. Y.
FREE lee QUESTION & ANSWERS TO
pass written test for drivers Peens., in
NEW YORK STATE Send 25 cents ta
cover cost of mailing and handling plus self add
d a stamped enevelopc
BET _ R PRO°ITS CO. BOX
ITS
INK/NIA
STATION. NEW YORE U.
N. Y.
We will ales inelude free if emerge the
inclosed License Holder with
order
eeceived.
HOW TO WINI
LOVE, MONEY. ETC
' Send birthd 24 and dime for information
sealed. SIMS.
1310-5th
Ave.. Chicago
Heights Ill

Rev. C. W. F. Jefferson
Brings You I Am
mike

CITY

Please send check or
Money Order Pa...
Kindly Address All Your Replies to the Classifie
d Ad Dept.
236 SOUTH WELLINGTON
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE j
.......

Tri-State Defender

For Sale Misc.

PIANO WAREHOUSE SALE
Re-

L&MAR PIANO SALES
Next
to Lamar Theater
BR

LORRAINE HOTEL
AND MOTEL
Tourists Invited
Daily Rates • Air Conditioned
Private Baths • Telephone • Radio
COFFEE SHOP
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Baily
Owner - Manager

CO,

2639 West Peterson - TR2
Chicago 45, Illinois

406 Mulberry
JAckson 5-6834
Household Furnishing
Furniture, home and office,
refrigerator*, ranges,
televisions and radios

cata-

rurnuivr I P.M. electric typewriter still
in factory crate $70.00
Guaranteed.
Southside Printing, Box 5491, DT. Huntington 3, West Vs.

VICTORY SERVICE
77267 So. Clyde Ave.
Chicago 49, III.

bought and sold. Terms.

Park Ave. Home
Service
2445 Park
Ph. FA 4=9666

F • CUSTOM MADE
U • REFINISHED
• RESTYLED
K • ANTIQUE
N

4 for $1.00 - 10 for $2.00
Easter Series - 9 for $2.00
National Sermon Supply
104 N. Dalrymple
Albion, Michigan

RESTORED
• REPAIRED

10-SPIRITUAL ADVISOR

SPECIAL FOR
u THE WEFK!

T

BUSINESS SERVICE

R

FREE
Rig Months course In Real Estate and
Auto Liability Insurance.
One night •
week. Call JA 6-5365. Leave Name and
Phone Number W. H. SPinnette
or A. Adkins
VALUES GALORE' Sales Book 36c. (Refundable) with coupon
ALTON
WAY1dART 61, PA.

BUSINESS SERVICE

SPIRITUAL HELP

PLATFORM $2995
ROCKER
C YOUR CHOICE OF
* NYLON OR
* NAUGAHYDE

12 Business Opportunities

Moor man's
Upholstering, Inc.
FA 7-0744

Are you worried over
money
matters,
strange unnatural evil influences, Are Yon
sick -, Then writ* Bishop Baker. Enclose
$1.00 love offering There I, help for your
troub'ed soul You can be successful. Write

BISHOP BAKER
3923 Proapect Awe.
Sults 109
Cleveland. Ohio

neTATZ

8-7430

FOR SALE

CASH TALKS!
WILL PAT CASH for property or vacant
lot. It priced right
BR. 6-4734
BR 3-1240
BR. 6-06311
R. H. GODWIN & COMPANY
1368 Monroe Avenue

1 576 Getwell

NEW BRICK DUPLEX
Cement, Only $500 Down.
$75 Monthly Notes-Plat
.1 W Orr - BR. 14754
BR. 2-1140 - BR 6-$232
1. N. GODWIN 6 COMPANY
136$ Monroe Avenue

3063

THE RUMTOREX CO.

1736 Lamar

P

1,000,000 BOOKS leo Each? Free
logs. manway. Box 124-T. NYC-9.

Take New RUMTOREX And Enjoy Life. A
distar7 preparation RUMTOREX takes 1M
Encluaing Secret Mauler Code, Faveralls4 where nature !eases off. A PHYSICIAN'S
Numbers and Days • Combination
FORMULA. Only $100 for a 2-week slipDigit nears.. etc Pries WOO. Cedes. ply. Money-back if not satisfied after 1
bottle. Send CO D
Check
or
Money
VICTORY
Order NOWT
7724)A Clyde Ave.
Chicago 4$, M.

And

OOD

Room for rent furnished or unftuntales
ed WHitehaIl 14316 )342 Lutham Street.
Call after 5 30 or before I-00 A. M.

MEN, AT LAST IT'S HERE

THE AMAZING "MAGIC
POWER" OF NUMBERS!

We Spectalise in Refinishing
conditioning. rim DELIVERY

Preterites i.e ..... i
Tee? Purse
Startle and distract nrowlers.
be attackers v. ith this cleverly designed
Ball
Point
Gun. Fires 22 Caliber blanks with iss•
tra loud report.
be heard for miles ICA gc
ground. No perrnit ""-`•
'
needed.
Airmailed postpaid
romoletely as.senthied
°Ai our feetory in Europe. Send 51.95 esitt,
moles Order
er
to:

AMAZING. LISTED for life for )tc. Stop
Paying out dimes quarters, dollars fur
one time listing Your name in our files
should keep your box full of interestIng
offers. free samples, big mail, etc for
ILtis. Details for self-addressed stamped
envelope. Andy's Trading Post Route 3-T,
Bryson City. N. C.
(61)

ADVISOR

THE BOOK OF THE

314 South Ilth Street
West Memphis, Ark.
RE 5-9177

MEXICAN DIVORCE or marriage, vane.
quick, easy Details (either
one
$2.
Box 506, Tinning, BC. Mexico.
(59f

NUMBER RATINGS Through The
Science Of Numerology. RESULTS
Will AMAZE You With Our Weekly NUMBER Card. Daily Vibrations
For Any Event - CUBA, RACE
MUTUILS, STOCKS & BONDS,
Belita, Etc. State Your Choice.
Send $2.00 With Birth Date, Full
Name And Your Favorite Method
Of Play. ttio Checks Please/.

SPECIAL SERMONS

I COIN( sp.toputl
Elmer L Hubbard, M.A. Director
JE5-6161
4448 Washington
&Louis 8, Mo.

492 Vance Ave. - JA 7-4917 MOSES
' SINAI

24 Years In Plano Tuning
and Rebuilding
319 UNION AVE. - MEMPHIS
BREWER
JAckson 6-2884
RETREADING SPECIALISTS
PHONE JA. 6-51111

SURPRISE SPECIALTIES

rt

Business & Practical
Art College

isdriummisocd-ir
viza=m7
mcncumar

3 WAYS TO MAKE MONEY AT HOME.
where to buy material and how to
manufacture cheaply. Bend $1 00 Manufacturing Specialties. Sic klerville, N
.1
(61)

239 E. 115th St. - ios 17
NEW YORK 29. N. Y.
FAMILY CLOTHES IRONED
Neat Ironing done In my home for a
small family, or two (3) single persona
a day Sorry, no white shirts. Mrs.
Otha Mae Brown. JA. 7-4041.

BO LOANS & MORTGAGES

FAMILY
FINANCE, INC.
Loans On
• Auto
• Furniture
• Signature

THE BARGAIN Center. 1334
Smith St., Charleston, Nest Va.
Be Wise, send 25 cent for catalog
of 1000 books, 35 cent up today.

APPLIANCE SERVICE
FREE ESTIMATES
ON
• Refrigerators
• Washing Machines
• Freezers
• Dryers
AND

CHRIST
ZION ALL
SMALL APPLIANCES
FOR BLESSED AMULET, KELP
MONEY.
UNCROSSED
RUSH $2,00 DONATION
11 Special Services
Memphi
s Refrigerator
NOW!! JOY PEACE MY PEOPLE
WE
LOVE. SO MUCH- CHICAGO 53,
ILL. ..
Service
1004 Joseph
PIANOS TUNED
JA 7-0016
309
E.
47th
ST.
OFFICIAL UNIVERSITY TUNER
WA 4-2133
THAWS MAGIC BATTERY POWER
Repairs Estimated Here
AND MOTOR TVNIIIITI

Matrimonial & Pen Pal
Introductions

Dept. T.D., 210 Fifth Avenue
New York 10, N. Y.

Secretarial
Office Machine
Refresher Course
Modern Equipment

Day & Evening
Classes

61 S. SECOND ST.
109 BALE AVL

Aetornobile Body

JA 6-4764

* Accounting

SAMPLE
SHOE STORE

WREOKS
REBUILT

Lorain. Ohio

'ALM

WE NEED names. Will Day You Ifie per
taw,. for obtaining them for our mailing list. Complete instructions lent for
$1.00. Harry M. Young, 917 Broad ntreet.
Bristol. Tennsssss.

Lynom Floral Shop

FA. 7-3966 Anytime

1117-TRI East 33rd St.

INQUIRES WANTED RHEA FIRE AND
burglar alarm system. Efficient and inexpensive For home and business Shelton
BARGAIN
MERCHANDISE
CATALOG. Distributing Co. 1199 Linden Office No. 105.
Huge discounts. Low wholesale price*. Phone BR. 6-2998.
Big money-saving catalog 25c
(refundable). II & 1 Co. Box 434. Levittown 9.
INSTRUCTIONS
Ps.
MISCELLANEOUS TOR

HARDY AND RATCLIFF

•

FOR SALE
100 Dodble4 Edged razor blades 11 00
postpaid Guaranteed. Mertens balsa Box
601. Covington. KY.

GEORGE PALINKUS

DESIRES .705 AS CONSTRUCTION OR
can:mutters helper. AC J. Williams. FA
34272.

WILLIAMS APARTMENTS

NEW AMA/1NG 'BALI POIN1 GUN

Toss any coin head or tails as you
choose'-Any coin! Anytime! Any Place!
-A startling statement. • so less Mainline performance. This easily mastered
lisohnierue la a copyrighted manual Slant
you
immediately fee 11
AFRO-FLIPCRAFT. Sox 1156-0, Bridgeport 1, Conn.

1 lines-1 color (Black or Blue)
Dueness Cards • ADM. Cards
Personal Cards
87 60 value at the new low pries of
$3 ge per 1.000.
Write me for sample cards and style
chart BUSINESS CARD SPECIALIST

Maid and Phone Service
Clean, Quiet end Comfort.
Good Food
Famous for Meals

MISCELLANEOUS

THE LAW OF AVERAGES
"BE JAMMED"

1000 Embossed Business Cards
at $3.99

22 Furnished Rooms

noormo, roof, repaired Slop any
leak Cartien4r
work, floors
leveled
Chimneys
gutters cleaned,
repaired.
stucco, concrete, plaster do my own work.
Free est Reasonable price
T. E. Spencer BR 64643. BR 6-3930

BALDW1N-$176
KOLB ALL-$95
MEISTER
$159
RIIItNoTorr-- $195
SMALL
CABLZ•NELSON -nee
PUMP PLAYER-025
LAMAR PIANO SALES CO
ITN Lamar -. BR. S-7430

YO. 9-4462

IIET-R PRODUCTS CO.
HA World of Valera"

3-REMODEL REPAIR PAINT

USED PIANOS

Instant stare In any weather
.
Keen
batteries fully charged in 60 below zero
cold .
You'll play your radio all
winter with fear of battery failure. More
winter miles per gallon on gas. Blazing
new power. pep. BIG
PROTT115 FOR
AGENTS' Send $1.91 for sample and ditails
. . And get FREE 30 day supply
of ?RAU'S (Hi Potency Tablets' A Mental and Pep Stimulant - the •sry beet.
Than - 6920 Vernon
Chicago 37, TU,

"Call The Money
Number"
AT THESE TWO
LOCATIONS TO
SERVE YOU

LARGE LOTS
73 x '60 CORNER OF MALLORY AVE,
and Sparks. Easy terms Shown any.
time .1. W. Orr, BRoadwar 6-7783 BRoadway 3-1240
BRoadra7 6-4754.

MISCELLANEOUS
FOR BALE MISO
UPRIGHT PIANO FOR SALE. nt GOOD
condition. Can be used for charge Of
a good practice piano. PA. 34034.

A PENCIL THAT TALKS
Here 4 the latest thing
in
&lentil%
Discovery of Electronics. A tailpipe pima A mechanical lead
pencil
with
radio inside thet writim
Tree Details.
Write to MYLAN'S ENTERPRISES, Dept.
TS Box 1554. Cleveland 4, Ohio. Wholesale
prices avalis.ble to DEALERS S AGENTS.
RESTORE "PEP" with extra pep formula
$1 00 Refundable, Ed Rumbolz. Pleasant
Dale. Nebraska.

AUTOS FOR SALE

161 Madison
IA. 7-3421
and
61 No. Third
JA. 7-1402

• FORD•

ANY

"More For The Family
At Family Finance"'

LOANS

JOHNSON AUTO CO.
201 E. Broadway
West Memphis, Ark.

on

This Is her new office at the Mississippi
State Line. MADAM BELL is back after a
long time of being away and at last the is
back to stay In her new home.
Are you Dissatisfied with marriage? Rays
you lost faith In your husband, wife or sweetheart? Are you
In bed health? Ars you discouraged? If any of these are T6in
problems, come let MADAM BELL advise you at ones. She
will read It, to you just as she would read an open book
Tell you why your Job or business is not a success If you have
failed in the rest come see MADAM BELL at ones.
Located on Highway Si South, lust over Mississippi !itste
Line. on the way to Hernando Her home is 2 blocks below
where she used to stay right aside the DeSoto Motel. Be
sun
to look for the RED BRICK HOUSE and you'll find her
there
at all Urn's. (She never had an office in West Memphis
Caleb yellow bus marked Whitehaven State Line and get
off at State Line and walk I blocks and see MADAM BELL'S
HAND RICA.

COME TODAY FOR TOMORROW MAY BE TOO LATE
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR NO CHARGE
Hours 9 La to 9 p.m.
Readings Daily Open se Sundays
I don't main any borne calls or answer any letters.
So sure
to look 'toe the right sign and the right name.

For Any Worthwhile
Purpose

.499e like to say yes to four
10$U2

requests"

DIXIE
FINANCE CO.
Homo Owned•Home Overlaid,
2 Locations
152 Madison
JA 5-7111
Ill So Main
JA 5-1351
Examined an' Supervised
by State Department
of Insurarce and Banking

CAN YOU USE

CASH?
CITY FINANCE
MORE

TERMS

RE. 5-1032
Austin Scroggins

SIGNATURES
MADAM BELL AUTO
-FURNITURE
(English Lady)
YOU KNOW SHE IS NOT
A GYPSY

MODEL
COLOR

FORD
1 960
Any Model - Any Color
BEST DEAL AND
5.4 FINANCE RATES
See Or Call

Gene Jolly
RE. 5-1030
JOHNSON AUTO CO.
West Memphis, Ark.

F
O

CARS

1
9
6
JOHNSON AUTO CO. 0
D
5-1030
STATION WAGONS
TRUCKS
AND THE
FALCON
DAVE DUVALL

RE.
West Memphis, Ark.

GROUND FLOOR

STERICK BUILDING
"WHIN MINS MI YOU
GET PRfIIRINIIAI
SERVICE"

NOW
is the time to ADVERTISE
in the DEFENDER

Walker Club
16 DEFENDER
Tea Slated
Teenage Whirl April 14
Sot.,-March 26, 1960

By DEVOIE WEBSTER
And CLARENCE SMITH

The Walker Homes Civic club
executives board met at the
home of the first vice president,
James C. Talley, recently to
discuss plans for the forthcoming Hawaiian Tea.
The Tea is another fund-rais-1
ing project sponsored by the
Walker Homes Civic club toward the erecting of a cornmunity center building. Plans
hive been drawn, blue prints
made and specifications sub-

WHEN HE CALLS YOU BAD
NAMES, DON'T PLAY WITH
HIM.. IF YOU'RE KIND AND
POLITE TO YOUR FRIENDS
I HEARD YOU THROUGH THE
YOU KNOW WHAT 'THEY'LL
VVINDOW, YOUNG MAN AND
THINK..
IT WAS MIGHTY
YES'm
B.. BUT BILLY DON'T
BAD TALKY
ç •
CALL ED ME) , OU'r
YOUR DAD WILL
BAD NAMES'
"1
•

PETEY AND HIS PALS fry J. mAXWEIL

THEY'LL TH1
4I
THEY CAN
L,/CA' ME! I

ATTEND TO

YOU WHEN HE
COMES HOME

jititftl
MAXVOI $

TONIGHT!
%••••-

Hello readers. Here are your sang, "If I Thought You Needteenage reporters slowly drift- ed Me," featuring "Little Joe."
back on the scene giving Eddie Powell hit the stage with
you a rundown on the latest -Peace of Mind." Maurice
hulks and mishaps around this White wrecked the house with
man's town, better known as his Drum Solo. Tyrone Smith
the "Big M" so without any broke out on Lloyd Price's
further delay let's take a whirl. "Never Let Me Go," then PerWASHINGTON - (UPI) cy, "Lloyd Price," Wiggins
------- proper authorities. The permit
Ci7MING ATTRACTION
Gov. Luis Munoz Mann of PuCha,
with
"Won't
stage
hit
the
organizaorganized
has been granted.
A newly
erto Rico and AFL-CIO presiset the house'
tion named the "Teenage Syn- Come Home" and
The architect is Rev. H. Tay
the
blues.!
dent Mcany will be among 230 WASHINGTON, D. C. - How- the crystal structures and cryof
the
King
dicate" is sponsoring a skat- up for
for the
and he brought:lor who is responsible
TAMPA, Fla. - Last Thurs- 1 the Supervisor of Registration speakers from all parts of the ard University officials this stal defects in solid oxygen,
ing party, Tuesday night, March Spencer Wiggins,
progress.
Six"Sweet
down
with
the
house
day night upward of 600 personsi John C. Dekle to open t he country who will address t h e week announced the receipt of solid hydrogen an4 solidified
29. Place: Hippodrome Roller
I Date for the Tea is April 24, turned out at the office of the books at night for the benefit week-long 1960 White House a $43,900 grant for a two-year rare gases; and to investigate
1 and 2.
Rink. Adm. 90 cents. Everyone teen." pts.
from 4-t3 p. m. in the Mitchell Supervisor of Registration to of the working people. Deckle' Conference on Children a n d study of solidified permanent the spectra of trapped radicals.
and
the
Powell
Joe
Louis
is asked to come out and lend
Road high school auditorium.
gases by the Department of Both studies will be performed
add their names to the roll of had originally refused to pro- 1 Youth starting Sunday.
their support to this worthwhile Comoo played some way out
Committee chairmen are Mrs.
Let's
too.
night
Friday
music
vide night registration, giving
President,
William
Physics. Dr. Erwin M. Horl,
citizens.
organization.
first-class
in the liquid helium temperanot forget Harold Walton and Luverne Wilson, general chair- A local citizens group known as an excuse it was too ex- first class.
assistant professor of physics,
Higgins.
ture range.
an of the tea; Grettie Adair,
they
because
would
Irons,
that
profew
the
research
Kenneth
the
for
direct
pensive
will
NonCounty
givas the Hillsborough
The Catellian Society is
The huge crowd required the
;
refreshments
f
o
chairman
corntheir
with
show
the
by
will
be
opportunassistcd
gram. He
Dr. Horl has been a member
Partisan Registration Commit- take advantage of the
tng a beatnik ball, Thursday, stole
registrars to remain on duty unshow ended when Mrs. J. M. Peters, chairman tee headed by J. A. Hammond, ity.
students.
graduate
three
March 24, at the YMCA. Time: edy act. The
the faculty of Howard since
of
to
that
night
m.
p.
til
11:45
chairSpencer, Percy, Tyrone and Da- hostessess; C. E. Ware,
assisted by the County Commis- A long line began to form at register all who were in the According to Dr. Horl, the September, 1959. He holds the '
7:30 to 11:00.
Mrs.
and
t;
entertainmen
.Shout
"
of
with
stage
man
yid hit the
Democratic Executive 5:00 p.m., composed of both court house by 9 p. m.
The Melrose Wildcats are prechairman of pub- sioners,
research will have two primary Doctor of Philosophy degree
rt2. 1 & 2," Spencer Wiggins Rita Jones,
Voters and the Tampa white and Negroes. However,
Women
senting their annual Senior
Irked by the lare turnout of objectives. They are to study from the University of Vienna,
8 preached his sermon on shout hefty,
on
pressure
brought
the
31,
Tribune,
outnumbered
March
the Neroes
dance Thursday,
Negroes, Dekle said there
and Percy, Tyrone, and David! Look for more details about
whites by three to one. Several will be no future night registil late. Adm. $1.00.
were the Deacons. Incidentally,'the tea in forthcoming issues
rhey are working tirelessly to hundred stood in line for hours,
MANASSAS
Miss Junior Revue turned out of this paper.
tration. W. C. Patton is directthe community center a with many of the women with
make
It seems that Jimmy Grass
lady.I
Building committee member
be a gorgeous. young
ing the campaign.
become
to
arms
in
their
babies
KinBarbara
Is losing out with
Namely Miss Doris Johnson, a are headed by Noble Powell zeality.
nerd. Jasper Williams (Mel- member of 11-A.
rose) has taken full possession.I
As I stroll further between
It looks like Melrita Evans will
the
walls of BTW I observe
take full advantage of this. Anin the classroom and in the
seen
was
Phillips
Ruth
nie
nail on the campus they're on
standing in the cold with Fred
the ball. Carolyn Jackson and
Griffin waiting for the Cadillac.
John Mitchell seem to be maktryis
Malone
What Norman
the best of any and everying
ing to make the best of everything. Nourish Truman is singthing with Freddie Williams, uning I'll Go Crazy to Charles
quoted.
Powell. While Helen Prudent is
BTW was the scene of the perfecting a nice nose job on
annual Junior Revue, March 11. Tyrone, little bud, Smith. While
The Junior Class of BTW further on the campus, Betty
broke the record, with their pro- Williams can't make up her
gram entitled, "The Era of the mind between Lee Ray and
Beatnik Society." Eddie Jones Clayborn Shorty Burrus.
was the chairman and named
the theme of the program. Mr.i
R. C. Thomas and Mrs. C. R. Wichita Newsman Dies
Johnson are the advisors.
Starting the "Rock and Roll"
WICHITA, Kan. - (UPI) session was David Porter sing- Max Levand, 65, publisher and CONSULTANTS - Pictured program: "Preparing Today Powell, Rev. Blair T. Hunt, Miss Elta Kern, N. H. Owen,
ing "I Apologize." Following general manager of the Wichita here is a group of consult. to Meet Tomorrow's Chal- Mrs. Carlotta M. Stewart, Ben. Branch, George HarMiss din, Billy Duncan, M, T.
him was Beverly Buntyn singants at Lester High School lenges." Consultants includ- Mrs. R. R. Hayes,
Monday
died
since
1928,
Beacon
yea r, Mrs. Ludmilla
Pur,
Elna
Thaddeus
Talk."
Cbappelle,
E.T.
Them
Visian
ing, "Let
during Vocational Guidance ed: Sgt. W. H. Watkins,
Marshall and Martha Jones apparently of a heart attack. Week. A program was held Hunt, S. A. Owen, jr., Felton Stokes, Dr. 0. H. Yettes, J. Grafford, L. B. Matlock, and
Mrs. Glenda Samuel H. Johnson. (Photo
rang the Bells together at night. Levand started his career with in the school's gymnasium J. Earls, W. F. Owen, La. Robert Childs,
Champion, by Billy Duncan)
Charles
Cauallaro,
Ruby
Mrs.
Harris,
Ferre
the
of
Thursday. The them
Cager Banks and his group the Denver Post.

uge Turnout For
Tampa Registration

Puerto Rico Chief
To Address Confab

Howard U. Gets
Research Grant

TELEVISION TIME
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THIRTY-SIXTH ANNUAL STATEMENT
AS OF
DECEMBER 31, 1959
ASSETS
CASH
United States Government Political
Subdivision and other High Grade Bonds
(Amortized and Investment Value)
Stocks-Preferred and Common
(Market Value)
Mortgage Loans on Real EstateFirst Loans
Real Estate
Policy Loans
Premium Notes
Advances to Mortgagors
Interest Due and Accrued
Net Uncollected and Deferred Premiums
TOTAL ASSETS

( 1.189)

$

225,607.12

( 44.057)

8,359,062.19

( 3.332)

632,174.28

( 40.829)
( 4.519)
( 3.757)
( 0.005)
( 0.004)
( 0.759)
( 1.549)

7,746,509.23
857,422.14
712,783.04
1,008.36
781.03
143,920.33
293,828.38

(100.000)

$ 18,973,096.10

LIABILITIES
$ 15,091,389.69
( 79.541)
g Policies
Outstandin
on
Reserve
Statutory
80,858.37
( 0.426)
Disability and Additional Reserve
70,853.06
(
0.373)
Claims
Policy
Outstanding
for
Reserve
43,277.41
( 0.228)
Premiums Received in Advance
20,306.87
0.107)
(
Income
Investment
Unearned
28,013.48
( 0.148)
Commissions and Bills Due and Accrued
36,593.45
( 0.193)
Amounts Retained by Company as Trustee
128,76110
( 0.679)
Reserve for Taxes
54,048.00
( 0.285)
Mandatory Securities Valuation Reserve
$ 15,554,101.43
( 81.980)
TOTAL LIABILITIES
ADDITIONAL SECURITY TO POLICYHOLDERS
200,000.00
$
( 1.054)
Reserve for Contingencies
1,000,000.00
( 5.271)
Capital Stock-Fully Paid
( 11.695)
2,218,994.67
Unassigned Surplus
TOTAL LIABHXITES,
$ 18,973,096.10
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS (100.000)
$111,393,469.00
TOTAL INSURANCE IN FORCE
TOTAL CLAIMS PAID TO POLICYHOLDERS
18,753,461.25
SINCE ORGANIZATION

A tire tnaurance company should not testy render service to it. policyholders be also to Owe general subtle and to
the &atlas:). It shoukl make itself felt ie the interest at general welfare.
Unlversai Life Insurance Company is measuring up to the exacting standards prescribed by a service tastituL1011 In Th. interest of the general pobik and the boticyhotders. the Company made more than 51.100.000 mortgage
more than
,oans in 1959 and Increased the toortgage portfolio by more than Sa50.000. Is the Interen of the nation
5700.000 was Invested in corporate. public and municipal bonds. Insurance in force reached $111.393.460. 5770.000
Acted to policyholders reserves makes a total of 115.091.390 to &astute the fact that the Company will be able to mature every policy contract as it becomes due. This amount ts in additiosi to • contingency fund of 5200.000 and a
surplus account of more than $2.200 000.
organized. efficient and soundly manUniversal Late Insurance Company policyttoiders are Insured by •
aged life Insurance institution. The management realises that you-the personnel and Insuring mbar-are responsible for Ow Company. 1959 record progress. We are sincerely grateful for your loyalty and SUPPOrt With your
help. 1990 shriek] be ',tether record year. thus making your Company • continual "Tower of Strength" is your

.Protecting
'More than
.10000G
Families
Against
INSECURITY
iBrought on by
SICKNESS,
ACCIDENTS,
OLD AGE.

- and
DEA:TH.,

cornrneeltS.

UNIVERSAL

Life Insurance Co.
480 Linden Ave.-Memphis, Tenn.

-4.Maceo WatLer, Prei.
OLD LINE LEGAL RESERVE

CAPITAL AND SURPLUS OVER S2,000,000

